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Postmoderniçrn and postmodem social science theory represent a
significant challenge to the foundational beliefs of professions such as social
work.

This thesis examines the ongins of the spetific issues involved

through a broad histoncd review of relevant Western philosophy,
sociological theory, and criminologicai theory.

An attempt is made to

dernonstrate the progression of developments in Western philosophy and
social science theory which have led io postmodemism by i d e n m g the
crucial metaphysical elements of this critical school of thought.

The

profession of social work is then examined in relation to these elements. The
thesis concludes with an evaiuation of the validity of postmodemism and

the utiliiy of employing this theoretical movement within the field of social
work.
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POSTMODERNISM AND SOCIAL W O I W
IS S o a A L WORK OPPRESSIVE?

Awareness is an openness to bad neius.

- Alvin W. Gouldner

The above quote from Gouldner is included because it is especially
relevant to a discussion about postmodern theory, and the emotional
reactions such a discussion hvariably produces.

In fa&, this emotional

reaction, referred to repeatedly in the literaîure as provoking "heated"
debates, seems at times to almost p r e c h d e those debates, resulting in Little
more than the hurling of epithets and accusations of consenratism to and

o

.

To the casual observer, this

debate seems

somewhat less than

professional at tirnes, and is certainly puzzling. However, imrnediately upon

making the first tentative enquiries uito the issues involved, it becomes

apparent why it is impossible to remain neutral, and why people seem to care

1 ïhere are endless examples, but see Alex Callinicos' Against Posfrnodernisrn, (New
York St.Martin's Press, 1990), and Peter Leonard's 'Knowledge/ Power and Postmodernism", in
Canadian Social Work Review, VOL 11, no. 1 (Winter 1994).
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so much about the outcome of this theoretical movement.
As iis name implies, poshnodemism takes as its starting point the

criticism of certain m o d e r n and/or traditional views. This of course malces
sense, and accounts for some of the ernotionality of the debate, because to

describe a movement as post-something implies the transcendence (and
perhaps even the destruction) of that pnor condition. This condition,
modernity, is of course a condition upon which many people depend not just

for their careers and livelihoods, but also for th& world view, and even their
sanity. Pauline Rosenau, in her well known summary, writes that

Post-rnodernism questions causality, determinism,
egalitnrianism, hitmanism, liberal democracy, necessity,
objectivity, ra tional ity, responsibil ity, and
truth....Postrnodemism haunts social saence today....The challenges postrnodemism poses seem endless. It rejects epistemologicd
assumptions, refutes methodological conventions, resists
knowledge claims, obscures all versions of truth, and dismisses
policy recommendations.z

There is certainly no doubt that these concepts form the foundation of

modem science, and much of m o d e m Me. The successfd refutation of all or
even some of these ideas by the poshnodernists would therefore have very
serious consequences for any thoughtfut person.

The debate is a very

2 Pauline M. Rosenau, Postmoder~tisrn and the Social Sciettces, (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1W2), pp. 1-3, emphasis added.

complicated one, however, because although the nature of this fundamental
postmodern "questioning"is rather consistent (and consistently upsetting!)
aaoss the entire postmodern movement, extending from the literary and

artistic fields to the "hard" sciences such as physics and astronomy, it is

nonetheless difficult to precisely de£i.ne.sA Some form of definition or at least
categorization will be necessary however, if we are to evenhidly make some

sense of the issues which have been raised in this consequential debate.

One of the first difficulties one encounters in attempting to define

posfmodernists and the postmodem is of course i d e n m g pretisely what

they are referring to in îheir extensive use of the term modern .5 This is a

3
In fact, Schwartz & Friedrichs, in "Postmodem thought and crtminological
discontent", Criminology, (Volume 32, number 2, 1994), make the point that attempting to
d e f i ~ t epostmodernism may be perceived by postmodemists as an indication that an essential
point of their uiticism has been misundersfood or ignored. Because the field of discussion has to
be Limited in some fashion, and because I feel that definitions are as impossible to avoid as
values, I am choosing to ignore this aspect of postmodern thought. See also Einstadter & Henry,
Criminological ïheory: Ati analysis of its ir,iderlying assr~rnptiorzs,(Toronto: Harcourt Brace
Coliege Publishers, 1995) on this point.

For a more detailed discussion of postmodem critickm and the "hard" Mences, see
Werner Heisenbergs Physics and Phifosophy, (New York: Harper and Row, 1%2).
4

5 Einstadter & Henry (1995278)point out in this regard that it is also necessary to
distinguish between postmodern philosophical aiticism and the postmodem hi~toncalperiod,
which is usually charaderized as a period of materialistic culture where the shift from a
producer/ manufadurer Society to a consumer/ s e ~ c/ einformation Society is undenvay. While

problem because postmodernism seems a c h i d y to be both a positive and a
negative philosophy, in Uiat while it does contain a more or less coherent set
of substantive theories and assertions, it also relies extensively on the

aiticism of the theones which it intends to replace. In other words, if we are
to accept the substantive propositions of postmodenùsm, we must first accept

its criticisms of modern is in as valid. There is certainly no doubt that JeanFrancois Lvotard, Jacques Derrida, Michel Foucault, Jean Baudrillard, Jacques
Lacan and others who are widely described to be among the earliest t d y
postciodem theorists are each referring to sornething quite specific and
distastefd in their use of the t e m modem, but the question rem-

whether

or not it is precisely the sa m e ideas or types of ideas that they are referring to.6
t W e part of the problem is also that postmodemkm by its very nature and

emphasis on Linguistic concerns actively resists attempts at definition, one

may also see that some of the confusion is simply the result of the breadth of
the subject k i n g criticized; i.e. ail of modem, or current, scientific and

philosophical knowledge.

In reference to the problems of definition and breadth of subject matter,
Stanley Cohen observes that postmodernism might better be described as
simple "..sceptiQsmabout the faith that with good will, scientific knowledge,

there are some significant corneetions between these usages of the tem "postmodern", for the
purposes of this paper the philosophical use of the tenn may be treated as separate and
distinct for the most part.
6

Einstadter & Henry (1995).
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and rationality human problems ( c m ) be solved."7 If we accept that the

prevailing view in Western societies is that scientific knowledge, rationality
and good will shodd in fact enable us to solve human problems, we rnust
acknowledge that

postmodern critiasm

represents a fundamentally

contradictory view of what we take to be a cornmon sense notion, and
therefore merits futher examination if only out of regard for the serïousness
of its pessimistic allegations.

For the purposes of this paper, it has b e n useful to conceive of
postmodern pessimistic criticism as constituted of two general types. These
are;

1. Metaphysical/ philosophicd crititism;and
2. Methodological criticism.

The

first

type

(metaphysical

critiàsm)

refers

to

concems

postmodeniists have expressed about the nature of reality, and more precisely
about the way in which it has been examined and explained historically by
Western pkilosophers8 (andconsequently laymen as well).

7 Cited in Einstadter & Henry, (1995), p. 279.
8 In the interest of parsimony, the term phdosopher~ will be used for the most part in
this paper as indusive of soaal and aiminologid theorists, as the- is very Little basis upon
which to distinguish these fields of enquiry at this level of theory. Simiiarly, the terni
rnetaplzysics should be interpreted as inclusive of &al and criminological theories which
concem themselves prirnarüy with questions about the nature of reaüty. Where there is reason

5

The second type (methodologka1 criticism) refers t o concems expressed
by postmodernists about the practice of the social sciences9 in the Western
world, in the areas of information gathering/ research, policy formulation,
and direct intervention.
\ M e

these two areas are undoubtedly

interconnected, it is

worthwhile to distinguish between critiàsm directed at one or the other, as
this distinction is usually possible and is useful in clarïfymg both the origins

and eventual significance of various theoretical ideas.

This theme of

dichotomy or duality is in fact one which needs to be expanded upon briefly at
this point, as the distinction is vital to formulating an informed

understanding of the issues confronting social theory and philosophy as a
resdt of the postmodern challenge.

Poshnodemists assert that humans and human expenences have been

to distinguish behveen the fields, attention will be cdled to this fact and theoretical
specialties identified.
9 The term metkodology refers from this point forward speaficaily to the rnethods and

techniques of the social saences. These primarily indude sociology, anthropology, psychology
and social work, and to some extent, certain humanities, i.e. philosophy and history. Where
the methodology of the "hard" sciences is referred to, it will be specifically noted.
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conceived of by traditional and modem philosophy as

dus[

in natureJO

Briefly stated, this dudistic conception of man anses out of the philosophic
and scientific search for trrrth, combined with the awareness of the human
capacity for rational thought. Dualism is the distinction between human

perceptien/ in terpretation and absolute or "tnie" realiky.
Throughout the history of Western scientific thought, there has been
the faith that O n e true reality exists, and that it may be discovered. It has alço

been main tained tha t wha t preven ts humanity from directly perceiving this
realifïy is precisely what rnakes us unique; our capacity to reason, to interpret

and to m a t e symboIs.

This reasonuig power acts as a £ilter for our

perceptions and mernories and distorts them, resulting in the introduction of
o p i n ion. This explauis why people seem to expenence the same events but

may interpret them differently. In essence, the apprehension of huth is

pohted by opinion, and perception of reality is contaminated by thought.
Postmodernists assert that it is recognition and acceptance of this duality

which pervades, and in fact defines, modemity, and kfurphy therefore asserts
that it is "anti-dualism (which)is the centrepiece of (postmodemism)."~~

10 I am in debt to John Murphy, Postmodern Social Analysis atrd Criticisrn , (New York:
Greenwood Press, 1989) for providing a particulariy lucid exposition of dualism in modem social
theory and philosophy; Le. the traditional distinction between human cognition and reality,
and the beliet that reality may be "discovered" by minimizing cognition thmugh
methodological techniques-

11

Murphy, (1989),p. 3, emphasis added.
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HaWig now arrived at the brief identification of the two foundational
philosophicd criticisms of postmodernisrn; the spirit of pessimism to which
we have previously referred, and the sentiment of ad-dualism, it occurs to
me that philosophical concerns of this magnitude may seem at first glance to
be rather esoferic and discomected from everyday life, or as conceming only

academics.

But many theorists of many different disciplines, (Aivin

Gouldner perhaps foremost among themiz) have açserted that this dualistic
conception of types of thought (professional and lay, for example) is

fundamentally untenable.

To assert that the quality of academic or

professional thought is in some way superior to that of the general
population, and therefore that philosophy does not or should not concern the
masses, is an elitist viewpoint without much foundation.

Whïle this

assertion itself is also the subject of the debate in which we are engaged riith
the postmodemists, the issue cannot be ignored at thiç early stage, as the

consequences of a l l of these philosophical debates are in fact experienced as
quite red by both the clients of

human service profession& and by the

population at large. There are direct connections between philosophical

--

-

--

-- -

- --

12 See Alvin
Books, Inc, 2970).

W.Couldner, We Coming Crisis of Western Sociology, (New York Basic

8

debates of this sort and "regular" people, which go beyond potential chance

encounters with philosophy in magazines and newspapers. It is precisely

because universities educate people and then unleash them on the world,

and because policy rnakers occasionally listen to acadernics, that the
consequences of this debate are potentially quite far reaching. 13 It should also

be emphasized that it is preàsely the social relations and thought processes of
the "population at large" which are the purported subject of most social
science theory and research, and not necessarily those of the social scientists-14

In view of the issues raised above, the importance of fundamental
philosophical beliefs to the social sciences and to the practice of certain

professions, such as social work for example, cannot be overstated. 'rieither
can these issues be ignored

or "bracketed" away, as to do so may nerely

constitute the acceptance of an unstated and unexamined set of beliefs.15

1 3 For a discussion of this issue, see for example Michael Rothery's The Contribrrtioti of
Sciewe to Social Work Pmctice 73eory and Ediication, (Toronto: University of Toronto, 1980).
1 4 This of course reflects a kind of " k m " and "us" mentality. The distinction between
the "[ayperson" and the "expert" saentist bas& upon a supposed difference in the quality of
their knowledge is a h , according to postmodernists, a haiimark of modemism. Whether
referred to as elitism, scientism, marginalization, o r another type O € dualisrn, common sense or
traditional ways of knowing are purprted to be almost universally disparaged by modem
social scientists. See also, for example, Gouldner ( 1970) specifically on methodologid
duaIism.

This is in fad one of Gouldnefs most basic points. He states, "(K)nowledge of the
world cannot be advanced apart from the sociologist's knowledge of himself and his position in
the social world, or apart from his efforts to change these...The question he must confront,
therefore, is not merely how to work but how to Iive."(t970: 489, emphasis in original).
Gouldner feels that knowledge of one's own philosophical beliek is essential to the practice of
any philosophic or scientific endeavour; "(We) must - at the very least - acquire the ingrained
ha b i t of viewing Our own beliefs as we now view those held by others."(2970: 491, emphasis in
9
15

THE TPviPORTiUVCE OF METAPWSICS

With regard to the above and similar issues, Julian Manas points out

in his His tory of Philosophy that the purpose of all philosophic and scientific
enquiry may be conceptualized as deriving from the basic questions of
metaphysics, and as proceeding from there.16

He states (from h k

interpretation of Immanuel Kant's writings) that there are four basic
questions that humanity seeks (and has sought)to answer:
1. CVhat can I know? (Metaphysics)
2. What ought I to do? (Ethics)

3. What may I hope for? (Religion)
4. What is man? (Anthropology)

"But basically, Kant says, a l l of this c m be left to anthropology, because
the firçt three questions al1 refer to the last". 17 Marias therefore points out
that the highest object of rnetaphysics (and subsequently any type of enquis.)

original). As will be seen later, this viewpoint, and the category of the "othef' will assume a
central role in postmodern social theory and criticism.
16

Mian Marias, His tory of Ph ilosophy, (New York: Dover Publications, uic., 1967). p.

305.
17 Julian Marias, History of Philosophy, p. 305.
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is directly or indirectly the human person. Along these Iines, Max Weber

wri tes:

Now, as won as we attempt to reflect about the i;ay in
which life confronts us in immediate, concrete situations, it
presents an infinite mdtiplicity of successively and coexistently
emerging and disappearing events, both "within" and "outside"
ourselves....Al the analysis of infinite reality which the finite
human mind can conduct rests on the ta& assumption that
only a finite portion of this reality constitutes the object of
scientific investigation, and that o d y it is "important" in the
sense of "worthy of being known". But what are the mteria by
which this segment is selected?i8

The logical extension of this passage is, then, that it is man, the
researcher, who decides what is important, and ultimately, therefore, the
object of research is always and inevitably humanity itself, the human
thought process, regardless of the supposed field of enquiry. Even the "hard"
sciences in attempting to describe only the physical universe are increasingly

admitting that they may do so only in relation to a human perspective.
Werner Heisenberg writes in this vein that the "subject matter of research is

no longer nature itself, but nature subjected to human questioning, and to
this extent man, once again, meets only with himself".i9

18 .Max

Weber, TIre Methodology of the Social Sciences, (New York: The Free Press,

1949),pp. 72-73.
19 Werner Heisenberg, Physics and Philosophy, (New York: Harper and Row, 1%2),
pp. llO-l27,àted in Murphy (19891, p. 26.
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Postmodem crititism when viewed from this perspective is then

particularly disturbing in that its pessimism rnay lead to the condusion that
because humanity can never know a generalizable reality, it therefore may
never be able to know itself.

It follows then that defining and solving

common problems through scientific, philosophic or therapeutic methods is

in practice impossible, and is therefore also possibly dis ho n es t, i rn m O ru l and
oppressive; a crime committed against our fellow humans with malice
aforethought; the imposition of opinions and biased discourse upon others

which we dishonestly represent as the "truth".

Ln order to M y understand both the onginç and significance of this
highly contentious assertion, as well as the more general spirit of antidualism, it is necessary to briefiy review the relevant aspects of traditional
Western metaphysics to which the postmodemists make mtical reference in
order to support their conclusions. It is important to start a t the beginning, in

some ways, because the entire history of Westem thought when viewed in

the light of postmodem criticism appears remarkably consistent over time

and aids in understanding precisely how "modem0' science came to acquire its
particular forrn. An examination of the history of Western thought is also
particdarly ilIustrative for postmodem criticism, because in their eyes it
further exposes the inadequacy and stagnancy of modem techniques through
demonstration of the enduring irresolvabilify of the great metaphysical
problems.

PART 1

- ANCIENT MODERNISM?

Plato and Aistotle are widely regarded as the giants of anaent Greek
philosophy. Their influence on Western thought has been immense, ranging
from art and literature to saences of dl types, prompting Alfred North
Mhitehead's famous comment that the entire Western intellechal tradition

should be viewed as mere footnotes to Plato.12 Their contributions, although
similar, are contextudly unique and quite different from one another in
effect, however, and therefore need to be çeparated.

1

For more on Plato's devance to modern social theory, and particularly his
frinctionalisrn, see Alvin W. Gouldnefs Enter Plato (New York Basic Books, 1%5) and T h e
Comitzg Crisis of Westertz Sociofogy (1970). The latter will be reviewed in a later section.
2 As an important aside, it should be noted that Plato and Aristotle have been defined

one partidar school of thought in Antient Greek philwophy. This is
identified by Famngton (1944) as idealistn, as opposed to rnnterinlism. Ln some ways, this
distinction represents a recurring theme in Western phüosuphy. It must suffice to say at this
point, however, that Plato, and to some extent Aristotle, v i m e d thrrnseloes as followers of the
Socratic tradition, and as opposed to the xepticisrn and subjectivimi of the Sophists
(Famngton, 1944, p. 87). They were therefore believers in, and searchers for, truth.
as representing

13

PLATO'S RELEVANT METAPHYSICS

Plato's rnost famous and perhaps most enduring contribution to
philosophy has k e n his theory of Forms or Ideas.3

This theory is based

primarily on the belief (or one might more accurately Say the faith) that

stibstance exists. Substance is matter or the thing that underlies all existence,
that £rom which all perceivable aspects of the world are constituted. Plato's
problem with substance was that he felt that it could not be directly perceived
through the senses, as everything that he was able to perceive was changeable,
impemanent, and imperfect, and substance, by its very nature as the
foundation of reality, could not be any of these things.

What he was

searching for, then, was the unchanging, underlying foundation of all

perceivable reality. The reason that it was so important to Plato that he
discover substance was that the only knowledge that could be "true" wodd

have to be knowledge of somethuig that was absolutely fundamental, perfeci,

permanent and unchangeable in order to avoid the possibility of deception

and rnistake; and for Plato failure to demonstrate that substance existed and
could be apprehended would have meant that knowledge and even existence

were impossible. For ancient Greek phüosophers, this would have been the
ultimate incarnation of %ad news", as the kck of a proof for existence and

3

.Adam Fox in Plato for Pleasrlre (London: Cox and Wyman, 1945) provides a
particularly lucid o v e ~ e w
of Plato's writings. Plnto: The List Days of Socrates (New York
Penguin, 1954). transkted by Hugh Tredennidc, and containing the E athypltro, The Apology,
Crito,and the Phaedro,is aiso particularly ciear and offers insightful notes.

14

knowledge would mean that their lives were meaningless. in a very real
sense, the bulk of philosophical enqujr ever since (Western and otherwise)

has centred on this search for meaning in life, or for the foundation of
meaning, with the psychological consequences of failure being accordingly

Plato may have made the leap to his theory of Forms as a solution to
this problem as a result of his knowledge of mathematics and geometry.

Hugh Tredennick states:
"Plato's reasoning may have been something like this...In
geornetry, the properties which we know and can prove to be
tnie of circles and triangles and so on are not strictly true of this
particular figure which 1 draw, because it too is imperfect and
impermanent. They are true of the "look" or f o r m of a circle or
triangle whidi exists somewhere in eternal perfection. Surely it
must be the same with everything else. The things of this world
are ail imperfect copies of Forms which exist externally
somewhere; which are the true and only objects of knowledge
but can only be apprehended by direct contemplation of the
rn i nd, freed as far as possible h m the confusing imperfections
of the physical world."l
PVhile this account is drastically oversimplified, it nonetheless
contains the essence of Plato's thoughts on the nature of reality and the best

way to go about m

g to understand it. The three most significant aspects of

Plato's phüosophy for our purposes are:

--

-

-

The Lnst Days of Socrates, (1954: 14, emphasis added).
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1. His assertion that man is constihited of two parts; the physical
and the psychical (the duality of the body and the soul);5
2. His emphasis on introspective methods as the proper way to
engage in philosophic enquiry due to the confusing
imperfections of the physical world; and

3. His assertion that the world of the Form s actuaIly exists
somewhere external to man (or has real existence outside of
the mind).

The relevance of these assertions for our m e n t examination of

postmodernism should be obvious.

Perhaps most significant are Plato's

distinction between mind and physical reality, and between fwo types of

physical reality (Le. that which is perceived by the senses and which is false,

and that of the world of the Foms, whidi is tme, but only perceivable by the
mind). We see here that the stage has been set very early in Western thought

for the creation of dualistic metaphysics and methodology, with the ultima te

purpose being to define the meaning of life. In postmodern language, the
history of Western metaphysics starts here as an attempt to create a satisfying
discourse of a particular kind (Le. formal, rational, logical, etcJ.6

Another

significant aspect of these core assertions is that we will later see Plato's
methodological advice discarded in favour of more direct physical

5 From the Phaedo. For example, Socrates is quoted as saying, "If we are ever to know
anything absolutely, we must be free from the body and must behold the actual realities with
the eye of the sou1 alone." (cited by Famngton, 1944, p. 115).
6 And this discourse is created by man for consumption by man as the trrcth. This is the
pattern which is important in Western thought: That this dixourse, which is nothing more
than opinion itself, is given an aimost magical veneer of validity as the result of the use of a
particular methodology.

16

examinations of the world.

The origins of this particular trend are k s t

apparent in the writings of Plato's forernost student, Aristotle.

ARISTOTLE'S RELEVANT METMHYSICS

Aristotle is perhaps the most influentid thinker in Western history.

To attempt to summarize that influence briefly is perhaps a foolfs errand, but
it is possible, for Our purposes, to distill from his thinking the most relevant

aspects of his metaphysics.7
Aristotle rejected Plato's theory of Forms, because he felt that substance
existed in much the same way everywhere.8 He believed that substance
exiçted because he felt that everything had something in common. That

something must be substance. What makes things appear different and/or
irnperfect is their possession of a t tribu hs in varying degrees; these attributes
(such as colour, size, or texhue) are always attributes of substance.

Furthemore, these attributes also perfom the function of obscuring
substance, because we may only perceive attributes with our senses and not

substance directIy. Aristotle believed that substance, because it is perfect, may
only be known by the Enh'ty, or the perfect being, if he/ she/ It exiçtç.

7 1 have

8

The

relied un JulianMarias' H i s tory of Philosophy for the bulk of this summary.

Murphy, Postmodern Social Annlysis and Criticism (1989).
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reason that this being is perfect, aside from Its ability to know substance, is
that It is entïrely self-suffiaent;

It does not depend on anything else for

existence.9 Ln a sense also, the Entity is substance, and this is the key reason
îhat It does not depend on anything for its own existence. So because
Mstotle believed that knowledge of substance, or tnie reality, represented
UTisd O ln, or so ph ia, and

because only the Entity may truly know substance, he

conduded that an absolute rnetaphysics, or explanation of reality, was really
impossible for mankind.lo The best man could do was Live h i s life in the
habit of the love of wisdom (philo-sophin), and hope for occasional glimpses
of tnith. Hence the ethical man practices philosophy without any real hope
of success.

The pessimism we see here is certainly reminiscent of postmodern
ideas, and was probabiy as unpalaïable to many histonc thinken as
postmodern ideas are to modemists, perhaps contnbuting toward the historic
move away from introspective methodology due to its apparent fnitlessness.
hnstotle's o w n thoughts on physics, soaety and nature in generd also
contributed

towards

the development of

more empincdy-orîented

methodologies, both in ancient times, and later at the close of the medieval
period.

The ancient Greek concept of self-suficienceas the highest form of existence is also
an idea that has had considerable influence on Western thought!
9

10 This point in particular (an emphasis on h O TL? and an ignorance of ri? h y) will corne to
have enormous influence upon the phiiosophy of the positiuis t s, to be discussed later.
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In the interest of brevity, it may be stated in this regard that Aristotle's
ideas about sotiety and nature were somewhat
outlook.il

fincfionalist

in their

He believed that everything and everyone has a purpose or

function which is subordinate to the "grand design of the cosmos", which
itself is a reflection of the substance underlying all existenceJ2 As such,
soaety and nature are transcendent, or beyond the will of common men to

change.

Human interpretation of reality or-iented towards radical social

change is therefore meaningless or irrelevant for the most part, and histotle
therefore advocated philosophic and scienlific e n q u j . whose purpose was
the discooery of huth. The task of an honourable man would then be to aid
in constructing or maintaining a society structured in accordance with the

natural order.

In summary, histotle's philosophy contains several ideas which have
profooundly influenced the history of Western thought and therefore the
development of postmodern dticism. The most salient of these are perhaps:

1. A certain amount of pessimism about the ability of humans to
understand the "why" of reality, or to fully achieve wisdom;

2. His dualism, or dualistic conception of the distinction behveen
human thought and reality; and
3. His transcendent or functionalist views of nature and society.

11

Murphy (1989).

12 Murphy (1989),p. 6.

S W M Y OF RELEVANT ANCLENT GREEK METMHYSICS

Mthough this review has been extremely brief, it serves the n e c e s s q
purpose of establishg the generaf spirit of the dominant figures in ancient
Greek philosophy, and it is precisely this "spirit" which has exerted the most

profound influence upon Western thought. Perhaps the most signiflcant
aspect of this influence has been the perpehiation of the idea that w isdom, or
true knowledge, exists, and is beyond the reach of normal indiaiduals. The

ancient Greeks, most notably Plato and Aristotle, tnily believed that some sort
of sys tema tic men ta1 discipline (or methodology) was necessary in the practice
of metaphysics in order to even catch a glimpse of truth/reality. While the

purpose of this methodology was to d o w philosophers to systematically

organize their thoughts, it was also in large rneasure to M t the influence of
e m o t i o n on thought; in another dualistic metaphor, to separate fact frorn

fancy. In criticking this tradition, postmodernists assert that the distinction
between rational and emotional thought is completely impossible and absurd,

and that the net effect of this conviction has really been the denial and
oppression/repression of differing world views and non-expert discourse,
with the power to define expertise maintained by select groups.

This

oppression has resulted in the marginalization and dehumanization of

dissenters throughout Western history.is.14
ÇVhile it would be premature at this stage to pronounce upon the

validity of this postmodern aiticism, it i s apparent that anaent Greek

philosophy waç rather elitisf pessimistic, and dualistic in its outlook, and did
undeniably set the stage for later developments in Western thought.

For much of the Dark and Middle ages, Western philosophy is
synonymous with Christian theolojg-1s In a certain sense, optimism has
been retmed to philosophy with the development of Chnstianity and the

loss of rnuch of ancient Greek pessimism.

This optimism is somewhat

shaken in the thirteenth cenhuy by the re-introduction of Aristotle to Europe

by the Arabs, however.
h t o t l e presented several serious challenges to the thinkers of this

14 On a sornewhat tangential note, one rnight argue from a ferninist perspective that
throughout Western history, it has been archetypically feminine fonw of knowing and
knowledge iti particular which have been marginalized by the oppressive hegemony of wcaW expert dixourse. The current debate in Canada over midwifery cornes to mind as one
example. Dualism and duaüstic or binary conceptions of the nature of gender may in €ad
constitute an archetypal source of dualism in philosophy worth exploring. Perhaps this has
been alluded to by Eeminists in their identification and criticism of the piiblic/private
distinction, another type of dualism15

Marias, History of Philosoplty, (1967).
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age, and while interesting, an enmeration of the exact nature of these is not

necessary for our discussion at this point. A brief review of the metaphysical
accommodations that resulted from this re-introduction is illusbative, and
rnay be accomplished by reviewing the metaphysics of two outstanding
Christian thinkers of the tirne,

St. Thomas Aquinas and Roger Bacon.

RELEVANT THOMET METAPHYSICS-

There is relatively little distinction between theology and philosophy

for

St. Thomas. Both philosophy and the natual sciences share the

fundamental purpose of theology, which is the discovery of the nature of

God. This view is not concerned with " w h e t h e r God is, but wha f God is", and
as such is very compatible with the Aristotelian search for the foundation of

reality and for the oneness in the universe.16

In spite of the possibility of the oneness of substance, St. Thomas also
maintains the distinction or duality between body and soul,and to this extent,

between reason and reiùity. He asserts that the human soul is a subsistent

form, or is capable of existing apart korn the body or substance; that
furthemore it is the human sou1 which is the source of reason, and that it is
this capacity which distinguishes humans from animals. In some ways, the

-

16

St. Thomas rejeçts, however, the idea that there may be one colledive sou1 for al[

of rnankind, which was the Latin Avemoist view deriving €rom Arab philosophies. See
Marias (1967), p. 170.
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human soul is similar to and/or derives from, Aristotle's Entity, and St.
Thomas's Go d.

The most significant aspect of Thomism for our purposes, however, is
his assertion that although God is infinite and invisible, it is possible to leam
something about Him/Her by observing His/Her imperfect and visible
creations; i.e. by obsenruig nature. Because St. Thomas'

proposed

methodology for conducting these observations is primarily revelatory or
meditative and contemplative, (and always related to a theological purpose)

his particular recondia tion of Aristotelianism and Scholasticism may be
viewed as rather different (and less complete) than that of the more
empiricaily oriented philosophy of his British contemporary, Roger Bacon17

BACON'S RELEVANT METMHYSICS

Roger Bacon, dong with other English thinkers of his day, made an
arguably more successfd attempt ai reconaiiation of Aristotle's philosophy
with Christian doctrine than his continental contemporaries.

ÇVhile St.

Thomas was able to reconde most aspects of Aristotle's metaphysics, he left

relatively untouched his views on physics and nature, or, as previously

17 1d o mean Roger,

and not Francis, Bacon.

referred to, Mstotle's

finc tionalis t, or more empincdy oriented, theories.16

Bacon, and others at Oxford, primarily, accepted this challenge and
consequently exerted what was to become the most decisive influence on
English philosophy, eventually leading to the transformation of European
socïety through the development of the ideas of sensationalism, the critique
of the cognitive faculty, skepticism, tolerance, liberalisrn, the spirit of the
Enlightenment, deism, uNitarian ethics, and pragmatism, to name a few.19
Bacon believed that the tnie purpose of both the sciences and

philosophy was to "explain the truth revealed in the scriphires".2* He
believed that man had been given the ability to reason by God, but that

human evil prevented man from perceiving the huth which Cod causes to
be manifest in nature. This possibility of deception necessitates the use of

history, languages and mathematics to accurately interpret nature.

The

practice of the saences and early scientific methodology, therefore, is in the

interest not only of preventing simple error in the search for Divine tnith,
but of preventing deception from another source; "evil".

Bacon also believed that there were three sources of knowledge;

18 The interested reader may note that ANtotle was himself faced with the task of
resstablishing the possibility of physia in opposition to the Eleatic philosophers, who
denied the existence of nature and therefore motion (Marias, 1967)- It would seem that the
fOms of many debates recur throughout history.
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Marias (1967), p. 175.

authority, reason, and experience. The fint two are inadequate in and of
themselves; he felt that all knowledge must be

CO

nfir m ed by experience. He

M e r believed that there are two types of expenence; intemal and extemal,

with intemal being of a revelatory or divine origin, and external being of the
five senses. We therefore see in Bacon's philosophy both dualism (the belief

that perception of truth may be irnpeded n nd confirmed by profane thought)
and the genns of positioism.

The overall spirit of these assertions is quite curious, however, in that
while he asserts that man's ability to reason may be polluted by evil and this

supports the ideology of dualism, his ideas about the trufh contained in
nature also lead to the growth in optimiçm about the capability of humans to
solve human problems which becomes so characteristic of EnLightenment
saence and social theory. In a sense, optimisrn is regained through the
devaluation of thought and ernotion, however. There is also a change in the

specific character of this optimism which is significant, in that it becomes less
and Iess dependent on theological bases throughout the Renaissance and
Enlightenment periods, and more dependent upon unemotional, expert
scientific knowledge.2 1

21 The transition is more specifically from the belief that the huth in nature depends
on God and reaffirms his/ her existence, to the idea that nature contains truth whether or not
God exists.

SLMWLRY OF ANCENT AND MEDIEVAL METAJ?HYSICS

As this review is intended to be representative and not exhaustive, it

must suffice to Say at this point that from Roger Bacon to Occam, and from
thence finally to Francis Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, and Newton, et al., a gradua1
shift in emphasis occurs in Britain towards the acquisition of knowledge

through sensory experience or experiment and away from the more
introspective or philosophical means favoured on the Continent.22

The Continental ideas formed after the medieval period and Aquinas

are more in the rationalist/idealist tradition, and achieve full exposition in

the writings of the Continental Renaissance philosophers.

The rnost

important of these is Rene Descartes - desaibed by Marias as "the first m ode r n

man" -23
Through the eventual development and interplay of these somewhat
different currents in Western thought, it must suffice for the purposes of this
paper to Say that they eventually give rise to Geman Idealism (and other

idealist philosophy), and most significantly for postmodemists, to the fully
developed expression of empiricist metaphysics; pos i t iv ism.
We have now amved at the essential or fundamental rnetaphysical

22
MethodologicaUy speaking, indiiction as opposed to dedudion, and the
philosophicaf schoois of Rationalism and Empiricisa.

23 Marias (1%7), p. 211.

position of modernity against which postmodernists most enthusiastically

align themselves. In the social sciences, Auguste Comte (17981857) is widely

regarded as the father of positivism, so it is to his writings that this paper
must now turn in order to tully establish the roots of the m e n t debate.

COMTE'S POSITMST METMHYSICS

Comte believed that he was obsenring in his era the death of one type
of society and the birth of another.

He termed these respectively the

theologica[/military, and the scientifir/industria[.24 This obsenration seems
related to the historical developments in metaphysics and philosophy
referred to above3 What Comte believed as a result of this observation was
that Western soQety was embarking upon an age where humanity could

fuially live in peace and harmony, and achieve real progress, due to the

24 For a particularly good summary and anaiysis of Montesquieu, Comte, Marx and de
Toqueville, see Raymond Aron's Main Crirrents in Sociological Thotigiit: The sociologists and
the revolti tiori of 7 848, (New York: Anchor Books, 1%8).

should be noted however, that the Marxist view of the historical development of
metaphysia would differ somewhat fmm the one presented here. Marx is sometimes
interpreted as having viewed al1 philosophical, artistic, literary or ideological development
of societies as a mere superstmcture which is automatically altered as the forces and relations
of production are developed. In this case for example, the dedine of theological ideologies
25 It

would be more attributed to technological and not philosophical advanement. As theones
dong these Lines relate to the catises of historical change/development, and we are more
concerned with postmodern criticism of destructive ways of thinking, we can avoid entering the
materialistl idealist debate for the meantirne.
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universal adoption of the same way of thinking.

What he wrote is

summarized well by Raymond Aron:

From the moment men begin to think scientifically, the
chief activity of collectivities ceases to be the war of man against
man, and becomes the s t - g g l e of man againçt nature, the
systematic exploitation of nahird resources.2~

The metaphysical views which are implied by this passage suggest,
upon further examination, both a pessimism which is reminiscent of
Xnstotle, and an optimism of a practical sort. The reason that Comte may be

descnbed as pessimistic is khat he emphasizes scientific thought as the
essential precursor to human unity, and in his conception of positivism,
scientific thought does not indude speculation about u l tima te truth or the
rneaning of We.

Comte viewed such speculation as based entirely upon

unprovable opinions, as fundamentally divisive, and inevitably leading to
disagreements over "superstitious beliefs". Aron notes:

Positivism consists for man in recognizing the order
which is outside hirnself, in admitting his inability to give a
final explanation of it, and in confining himself to deaphering
that order.27

Comte may also be viewed as an optimist, therefore, in the sense that

p
p
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Aron (1968). p. 74.

'2 Aron (1%8), p. 97.

he believed that the "deciphering"of order was possible. This implies a faith
in the firçt place that order exiçts, and secondly that it existç in a knowable

form.

Here we find the central and contradictory spirit of poçitivism;
pesçimism about huma~iy's abüity to ever M y understand realiîy, yet

optirnisrn that when we give up hying to adiieve our goal of ultimate
understanding, some real progress will be made! The pessirnism is r e d y

fundamentally based on the same disparagement of human thought which
has been previously desaibed; thought which has as its goal the d i s c o v e ~of
the ultimate meaning of life.

Or, from a more specifically postmodem

perspective, the disparagement of thought which allows for active
Uiterpretation and assignation of personal meaning to experience through
the use of ianguage.

The fact that positiviçm is opamistic about the

possibility of making "positive" contributions towards solving human
problems only when we stop trying to find absolute truth, leads one to ask

How will we know, then, if what we are doing is right? Of course the miswer
to this question is that we rnust rely on positivistic methodology to reveal the

" t r u t h . We may see now that an incredily ragged &de of logic has been
completed, and this brings us to a very odd juncture in our discussion.
The state of science (and philosophy to some extent) at the dose of this
transitional period in Western history is perhaps best summKized by a quote

from the German physicist and physiologist Emst ?viach:zg
1 should like the scientists to realize that my view

eliminates dl metaphy sical questions indifferently, whether
they be regarded only as insoluble at the present moment, or
whether they be regarded as meaningless for all t h e . 1 should
like then, further, to reflect that everything that we can know
about the world is necessarilv expressed in the sensations, which
can be set free from the indi;idual influence of the observer in a
precisely definable manner ...Everything that we c m want to
know is given by the solution of a problem in mathematical
form, by the ascertainment of the functional dependency of the
semational elements on one another. This knowledge exhausts
the knowledge of 'reality8.z9

SUMMARY OF ANCIENT MODERNISM

We began the review of Western rnetaphysics with the intention of

demonstrating the roots of "modemity", and the b a i s of postmodern
criticism. The two guiding principles of postmodernism were identified as

pessimism and anti-dualism.

The review so far has attempted to

28 Mach is a particularly interesting theorist as he represents the t i n t significant
adaptation or extension of Comte's ideas to the physical sciences. This is interesting not ody
because Comte idealized the physical sciences of his day, but because his work was to later to
result in their complete destruction/ transformation (Le. Mach extended Comte's ideas about
the relativity of social phenornena to the physical world, subsequently influencing Albert
Einstein). So in a sense, Comte himself was responsible for the destruction of the Newtonian
world which he held in such high esteem. (1 am indebted to James Burke and his television
series Coitrzections [ I I for this insight, which was broadcast on The Leaming Channel May 4,

2997.)
29 Ernst Mach, The Analysis of Sensations, (Chicago: ? publisher, 1914). p. 37, nted by
Anthony Giddens in Politics, Sociology, and Social Theory, (Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1995), p. 149.
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demonstrate the roots of both the optimism and the dualism which are
purported to be charaderistic of modernism.30

What we have found,

however, is that positivism itself (and by extension modernism) is based

upon, at its earlieçt stages, its O w n version of pessirnism. In any event, and at
least, the central issues identified so far shodd have acquired a further degree

of darity. These are:

1. The role of human thought in attempts to solve human problems
(help or hindrance?);

2. The relationskip of human thought to reality
(same or distinb, chidcen or egg?); and
3. Given that there are no definitive answers to the above so far, what
ought we to d o ? (What is ethical behaviour?).

We aiready know what positivists of Comte's era thought Ive should

do:

Stop worrying and fighting among ourselves and get on with it

(whatever field of endeavour it is). Of course the problems and absolute

tragedies resulting from the acceptance of this advice Litter Western history.

The various applications of positivistic techniques in the twentieth century
have arguably produced as much or more h m than good, at least in some

30 For the moment at least, the assertion that modernism is inherently optimistic and
postmodedsm pessimistic must be allowed to stand. At this point, modernism does in fact seem
to possess the faith that human problems may be solved, and relies upon this faith as the
justification for research and intervention Postmodernism, at least as it has been alluded to so
h r in this roundabout attempt at definition, does seem to be fundamentally skeptical about
this possibility.
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areas, and not limited to modem warfare.31 It is with these issues in mind

that this review must now hm to more recent expositions of modemism,

and from there to the essence of the posûnodern discourse.
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There are of course numerous histoncal examples of social, scientific, and
criminological policies which were based upon the "scientific" research of the day that turned
out to produce the opposite of the desired effects, etc A detailed discussion of this issue will be
undertaken in Part III - Post(?)Modernisrn
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PART II

- MODERN MODERNISM?

The task of accurately summarizing positivism/ empiricism/ scientiçm 1
since Comte is probably impossible.z The çheer volume of meta-theory and
methodological mticism in sociology alone since the tum of the twentieth
cenhiry is overwhelming. Having made this disclaimer, however, it is the

assertion of this paper that much of this literature is the recychg of the issues
alseady described, with some notably profound advancements. For the
purpose of understanding the current (shaky) status of modemism as it
relates to this (long-winded) attempt to d e h e pst-modernism, two of the

best works are A v i n W. Gouldner's The Coming Crisis of Western Sociology
(1970) and a collection of articles edited by David Frisby entitled The Positiaist

Dis p u te in German Socioiogy (1976).

1

term scientkm is used by Jurgen Habermas, and refers to dogmatic faith in
positivistic methodology, or the view that we can no longer understand "saencewas only one
fom of possible knowledge, but rather must identify knowledge ru i th science. Also the equation

The

of sàentific rationality with rationality in general. See his Knowledge and Hrrmnn lnterest,
tram. J. Shapiro (London: HeinemannF1970).
2

Or more precisely, surnmarizing it to meryune's satisfaction.
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GOULDNER THE COMING CRXSIS...

Much of Alvin Gouldner's most important book is criticism of Talcott
Parsons' functionalist theories, and speculation on the convergence of
hctionalist and Marxist sociology. For the purposes of this paper, however,

a detailed review of this particular debate is not necessary.3 The aspects of
Gouldner's work which are of interest to us are those more general
theoretical and methodological

criticisms which he targets at all of

modemîsm,

contributed

and which

have

to

the developrnent of

posbnodernism. These are really found in two chapters; Chapter 11 - From
Plato to Parsons: The Infiastrucfrire of Consernatioe Social Theory; where he
conducts a detailed criticism of value-freedom, and Chapter 13 - Living as a
Çocidogist: Toward a RefIexiae Sociology, where he clearly outlines his
metaphysical assumptions.

3 While Parsons' functionalism and the functionalist theories of the twentieth century
in generat may be viewed as the natural products of 19th century organicism and positivism, the
exact nature of this evolution does not concern us. It must suffice to Say at this point that
Eunctionalism shares many of its particular flaws with the rest of the theorïes referred to as
"modernist" in this paper. In fact, since functionalism is asserted by many (e-g. Turner, 1986) to
have been the dominant sociological theory of the twentieth century (and Parsons, by extension,
the dominant theorist), it (and he) is in fact the direct iarget of much postmodern criticism of
the social sciences. While this is to some extent an oversimplification, most postmodern
critiasm shares with some other "aitical theories" an opposition to general theories
purporthg to reveal the grand design of the cosmos. These critiasms will of course be hrther
enunciated in due course.
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Chapter ll-From Plato to Parsons: The Infrastructure of Consewative Social
Theory

Much has been written about Gouldner's criticism of value-freedom, or
the value-free orientation of the soaal saence of his era. It is not the purpose

of this paper to entirely review this issue, as it is fairly widely known. Some

aspects of his writings in this regard are of direct significance in the
development of postmodem ideas, however, and therefore must be
examuied. Fortunately, Gouldner's basic ideas in this specific regard are
contained convenientiy in a few brief passages. For example:

The centrd consideration... is that Our very cornmitment
to a system of moral values invariably aeates an interest ui
seeming to be, and seeming to do, what the values require. Our
most idealistic commitments therefore induce us to deceive
ourselves and to lie to others. It is not only egoistic self-interest
but moraliv as well that is a root of '%ad faith". It is thus not
only when men conform without belief, but when their very
beiief leads them to continuing self-deception, that men may
manifest inau thentiaty .4

This passage is interestkg on several levels, because viewed out of
context, it seems to be an argument in favour of objectivity (or against

4

n i e Coming Crisis of Western Sociology, p. 425.
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"cornmitment to a system of moral values") while GouIdner is in fact
referring to the problems that conforming to the aalrte of o b j e c f i v i f ycreates.
This is of coune based upon his assertion that it is impossible for humans to

escape from some type of value cornmitment, and that the ualue of

objectioity is a particularly contradictory and damaging value.

This

contradiction is most obvious when one considers that positivistic objectivity
is simply a aalue that denigrates oalues. Gouldner, as a result of this obvious
contradiction, does not hold a very high opinion of sociologists who daim
objectivity. For example, he states:

The cali for "objebivity" serves as a "saaed" justification
to withhold the reflexive loyalty that society demands, while at
the same time providing a protective covering for the aitical
impulses of the timid. Under the protection of his daim to
objectivity, the sociologist somehnes engages in a bitchy and
carping, tacit and partial unmasking of society's failures.
Chdenged, the sociologist can always scarnper back behind the
parapet of his "objectivity", claiming that it is not really he who
has pronounced a judgernent on society, but that it is the
impersonal facts that have spoken. In its present, histoncally
developed form as a daim of the contemporary professional
social sciences, "objectivity" is largely the ambivalent ideology of
those whose resentment is shackled by their timidity and
privilege. Behind objectivity there is a measure of alienation.5

We see in this passage a dear indication of Gouldner's opinion of the

value position of positivism.

5

Ibid, pp. 4
3
W

In the interest of grounding this opinion

theoretically, Gouldner establishes some connections between the problems
of objectivity and rnetaphysics in this chapter, through examination of Plato's
philosophy. This is particularly significant for our purposes, in light of the
previous discussion of the influence of the Ancient Greeks on certain

elements of the history of Western thought.
Gouldner asserts in this chapter that Plato held a generally
hctionalist view of the world and of society.6 He states that both Plato and
the modem functionalists are concemed with the search for order (or the o n e
true order) and authenticity. M y in the discovery and adiievement of the
tme or natural order can man both understand and attain authenticity, or
truth. A corollary belief is that man must first discooer his nature, nature

generally, and the nature of society, before he can properly work to achieve
their full realization through changing man, society and nature to

CO

nfo r m to

this ideal. Of course, the methodology whkh is purported t?y positivists to be
best suited to the task of discovery is the objectivity which Gouldner so
forcefdy opposes. We see here ( h d y ! ) the actual connection between
Plato, functionalists, and positivism, and it becomes this methodological
orientation towards discovery, or the process of attempting to reveal or find a

pre-existing reality (social or othenvise), which is the precise target of
Goddner's most effective and enduring critiasms.
While the apparent groundwork of a cornplete metaphysics has been

Ibid, p. 422 See also Couldner's Etz ter Plato, (1965).
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made in this chapter, it is necessary to proceed to Chapter thirteen to compIete
the analysis of this assertion and to estabIish full scope of the influence of
Gouldner's work on postmodemism.

-

Chapter 13 Living as a Sociologist: Toward a Reflexive Soaology

Goddner begins Chapter 13 by stating that he will attempt to

'%are(his) assumptions", as he has bared others.7 He acknowledges in stating
this intent that although he has spent much of the book to this point engaged
the criticism of others, or in a primarily negative activity, his criticisms are

fa& based upon a positive or substantial set of beliefs. It is here, almost

point by point, that we encounter the essential spirit of postmodemism in its

most influentid early form.
He begins by saying that man's view of reality is socially shaped. As a

result of this basic assumption, combined with mankind's capaaty for
rational thought, he has conduded previously that values are intrinsic or
unavoidable.

It is only here though, that he fully establishes that the

existence of, and differences between, the values of individuds are the resdt

of their interpre ta tion of their u n i q u e circumstances and experiencesa He
concludes that because mankind's

rational interpretation of

unique

experiences is unavoidable, and the subsequent generation of values is
unavoidable, it is pointless at a philosophical level to disparage or denigrate
this process, as positivists have inappropriately done. He writes:

Surely men must be led to truth no less than to falsehood
by their s o a d y shaped personal expenences of the world.9
This is perhaps Gouldner's most significant philosophical statement,
because it is the reçult of the realization that as human thought is
unavoidable, it is not unavoidably bad.

This statement is the result of

Gouldner's entire refutation of the positivist assertion that personal
experience and values may be methodologically eliminated, and this

elimination proves that they are therefore unnecessary and imperfect.
Because he has demonshated that this 'elimination' is impossible, he is able
to condude that ail research begins with the researcheis own stock of

'knowledge' and then to observe that because science is so pemaded by the
paradoxical idea that a researcher should completely ignore his or her

In the interest of darity, am expanding upon Gouldnefs statemenb somewhat and
extending them to their logical limits in order to reveal the assumptions underlying his own
statements of assumptions. I believe that this is a prwess that Gouldner would approve of, as
he states in this chapter that it impossible to successhlly aiticize one's own work.
8

personal experiences and values, that "It often seems that the making of
social theory can get underway, and be sustained, only when questions of fa&

are defemed or ignored."iO It is precisely b e c a w we unavoidably take our
personal experiences for granteci as facts that positivism forces scientists into
this even further and more impossible contradiction. Gouldner's argument
so far that positivism is a harmful disguise for our values gains further

weight from this observation, and also raises other important issues, such as
the true intent and functiom of positivist/objectivist methodology, in iight of

these contradictions.~1
Gouldner views the contradictory nature of positivism/objectivism as

having two partidarly harmful h c t i o n s . 12 The first of these is avoidan ce,
in that it allows scientists (social and otherwise) to avoid responsibility. As

referred to in the previowly cited quote, the guise of objectivity d o w s the
scientist to create, identify and even be occasionally critical of Unmorality or

harm, while avoiding a persenal comection and / or compulsion to intervene

or help. Various ethnomethodological studies of gangs and violence corne to
mind as examples where the justification of "neuîral observer" status is
employed to avoid ethical behaviour on the part of the researcher, and in fact

11 Positivistic xientists seem to be disguising their values as much from themselves as
from others in this paradoxical endeavour.

While CouIdner does not use the terms avoidance and oppressiarr in this specific
sense, I feel that they accurately convey the overali sentiment of his arguments.
12
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to explain simple cowardice. Weapons research in certain areas of physics is

also in dire need of the ethical acrobaties which positivism ailows.
The other function of the obvious contradictions of positivism is
oppression, in that it allows scientists to impose kheïr particular values

and/or view of reality on others, again in the guise of objectively absolute
"tnith". kVhile Gouldner stops considerably short of saying that this is an

intentional process, conducted through the use of a hegemonic discourse by a
dominant elite intent on dehumanizing dissenters (as some postmodernists
assert), the net effects are the sameJ3

Although Gouldner conceives of more

or less innocent or merely self-interested scientists labourhg somewhat
unknowingly

in

the

service

"military/industrial/ w e k e state",

of

what

he

terms

the

whose consciousnesses merely need

raising, the results of their activities in advancing the values of that elite and

marginalizing dissenting views are no less harmhil.
Gouldner does i d e n w the issue of methodological dualism in this
chapter, (the idea that scientists are somehow çupenor to their human
subjects)however, and to this extent strikes a bIow at elitism. He writes:
A systematic and dogged insistence upon seeing ourçelves
as we see others would, 1 have suggested, transform not only our
view of ourselves but dm OUT view of others. We would
increasingly recognize the depth of our kinship with those
whom we study. They would no longer be viewable as &en
others or as mere objects for our superior techniques and insight;

13 %me postmodemists might also assert that the xientists themselves are vidims of
this process.
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they could, instead, be seen as brother sociologists, each
attempüng with his varying degree of skiil, energy, and talent to
understand social reality. In this respect, all men are basically
akin to those whom we usually acknowledge as professional
"colleagues", who are no less diversified in their talents and
cornpetence....The development of a Reflexive Sociology, in
sum, requires that sotiologists cease acting as if they thought of
subjects and objem...
sociologists and laymen...as two distind
breeds of men. There is only one breed of man. But so long as
we are without a Reflexive Soaology, we will act upon the taat
dualistic premise that there are two, regardes of how monistic
our professions of methodologicai faith.14

Gouldner's book contributed significantly to what were evenîudy to
become known as "postmodern"ideas in the following ways:
1. He made one of the most effective logical aiticisms of positiviçrn in
the social sciences undertaken to this point in history;

2. He asserted that values are unavoidable, views of reality are soaally
constructed,and he reaffirmed the wholeness/oneness of humanity
(anti-dualism);
3. He implied the existence of differing/ conflicting subjective worId
views and their role in defining the "other"; and
4. He significantly developed the aiticism of elite/saentific world
views.

14 Ibid, p. 490. It should be noted that Gouldnefs conception of duakm here is
somewhat different from that explaineci earlier. He is not referring to the dualistic conception
of reality as phenomena and nournena, but ody to the distinction between researcher and subject
as different types of people, different in the quality of their Lhoughts. Al1 anti-danlisrn, as
seen here and in aii its fonw, is essentially the same, however, in that it embodies a belief in
the wholeness or oneness of hum*
and human experience (monism), and opposes the
devaiuation of others. The concept of the "other" wil1 be seen to play a central role in the
development of postmodemism, perhaps largely as a result of Couldnefs extremely insightful
analysis.
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While some of these ideas may be found elsewhere prior to publication

of this book (often in Gouldnefs own writings), this work is unique in its

comprehensiveness and subsequent influence. In sum, it offers a "total
package" of sorts, representing a watershed moment in the evolution of

Western thought and h e r i c a n sociology, viewed from a postmodern
perspective. 15

The other important work which was occvring at roughly the same
time concerned sociology and the philosophy of science in a European

context, and subsequently had a somewhat different, but congruent,
influence.

The "dispute" desmibed in the title of this work was initially a debate

that took place in the sociological/philosophical Literaîure between KarI
Popper and Theodor Adorno.

The focus of the debate m7as of course

positivism, and in many ways continued the squabble between rationalism

and empùicism, and the late 19th century controversy between the historical

It is also interesting to note that Gouldner was aware of the work of Michel Foucault
when he wrote this book He ates Foucault's Les Mots et les Choses, (Paris: Gallimard, 1966)on
page 277 in relation to the moral crisis of industrial positivism, the death of Cod, and the
death of man as a moral actor.
15
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(fact baseci) and theoretical (rational) methods.16 The debate was joined also

by Ham Albert and JürgenHabermas, most siguficantly by the latter.
While much of the argument evolved into extremely detailed anaiysis

and critickm of positivist methods, the origin of these methods in the
naturd sciences, and their appropriateness for conducting çoaal research,
these speafic elements of the debate are of oniy secondary interest to

us.17

The most significant aspects for our purposes are the broad metaphysical
assumptions of the participants and how these contributed to the

development of postmodemism, and the arguments over the practicaf effects,

on individu& and society, of positivism in the soaal stiences (mostly as
examined by Habermas).
David Frisby notes that none of the authors involved in the debate
were willing to explicïtiy take the side of positivism or accept the label of
positivist. This is perhaps more due to the negative connotation which the

word had already acquired, rather than an actual issue of philosophical
agreementP

In any event, it is Karl Popper who assumes the role of

16 David FNby, Introduction to The Positioisf Dispute in Gennan Socio[ogy, Londom
Heinemann Educationd Books, (1976).

The specifics are in many ways similar to Gouldnefs analysis and criticism. It is
worth noting aiso that both Gouldnefs work and the articles in this book were written at
almost the same time.
17

18 Anthony Giddens notes in Politics, Socioiogy, and Social Theory (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1995: 136) that "Positivism over recent years has becorne more a term of abuse
than a technical term of philosophy."
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apologist, or at least preservationist, in the debate, and w e will therefore begin

with an examination of his 6rst contribution, The Logic of the Socinl
Sciences.

-

Karl Popper The Logic of the Social Saences

Popper begins by stating that "we know a great deal, (but that) our
ignorance is sobering and boundless". 19 He states in fact that it is the tension
between our knowledge, and the ignorance revealed by new knowledge, that
&ives science. This occurs because as knowledge is expanded, new problems

are identified, and science is really just the attempt to solve these new
problems. Scientific theories, therefore, are really just proposed sol u tions.20

Popper states that the objedivity of science lies in the criticnl rnethod,

or the process which allows any theory or proposition to be logically
criticized. In other words, no idea is above critiasm if saence is correctly

practiced. It is this c r i t i c k m tvhich allows a theory to be r e b t e d through
falsification, or discarded, and replaced by another one. Popper desaibes this
process, of conjecture and refutation, as inevitably leading to progress over
the long term. He states that it is not an oppressive or damaging process in

Karl Popper, The logic of the social sciences, in The Positiois t Dispute in Gmrurn
Sociology, London: Heinemann Educational Books, (1976:94).
19

20 See dso Popper's Cotrjectures and Refutations, (New York: Basic Books, 1962).
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any way because it is ope n, and ideas may be freely exdianged.2i

In his unique defense of objectivity, however, Popper also maintains
that theories may have both scientific and extra-scientific (or pseudosczenfi'c) relevance. H e believes that some ideas and their expression are
confined to scientific cirdes, and that it is possible to distinguish between

pnrely scientific truth and extra-scientific values, and to prevent confusion
between them.

So although Popper has made a signincant conîribution

towards re-establishing or defending the processes of science, he does so in
some ways through a very tenuous distinction. This becornes more apparent

when the work of JürgenHabermas is examined.

-

JürgenHabermas The Analytical Theory of Science and Dillectidz

Habermas has had an enormous influence on socid theory, and

subsequently postmodernism. Perhaps his greatest contribution is in his
aiticisrn of what has k e n gradually desaibed in thiç paper as "modernism";

21 See

Poppefs The Opeiz Utiiverse, (Totowa, New Jersey: Rowman and Littlefield,

2982).
22 Before i begin this analysis of Habermas' work, 1 teel that I must make the usual
disciaimer. His writing is at best cryptically confusing, and at worst absolutely impenetrable
to me. 1 acknowledge the possibility that this problem may have led me to misinterpret his
ideas, but 1 have nonetheless persisted in what may be Little more than a literary Rorschach
test, revealing more of my own biases and predilections than his. I contend that this tendentowards overty confusing writing is another way in which Habermas may have inlluenced the
postmodernisis.
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i.e. positivism, functionalism, capitalism, scîentism, etc. This criticism. and

its efficacy, have resulted in Habermas' work being desaibed as "aitical
theory", or a sornewhat unique stream in sociological and philosophical
thought.

His critickm of Popper, in this paper, may be viewed as

representative of the general spirit of his work and demonstrates a dear
evolutionary step in the development of postmodem ideas.23

Habermas begins by asserting that saence always begins with theories.

These theories are fomed by all people in order to make sense of the world.
Scientists are forced to make use of their pre-existing theories and
assumptions, which they have formed through their unique, everyday

experiences, because in a very real seme, it is impossible to shidy something
that you know nothing about.

On the face of it,

thiç assertion

seems

compatible with Popper's assertion that new knowledge results in new
problems, but Habermas takes this idea to its iUogicai conclusion, and asserts
the inseparability of theory and practice. He writes:

(S)ociaI techniques themselves are based on general lawlike regularities which are neutrd to historical development.
Yet these techniques are formed within the framework of a

23 1 feel that Habermas' contributions to social science theory and methodology are
aIso very ironic, in a certain sense. He may be seen here, in this debate, to have provided some
of the most effective criticisms of positivism (and modernism), which eventually led to the
complete development of postmodern ideas. The irony anses due to the fact that Habermas
was to becorne one of the most ouhpoken critics of postmodemisrn (see Rosenau, 1992, for

example). The decision ofwhether this uony is the result of contradictions within Habermas'
work, or is the result of misinterpretation of his writing, or is evidence of a change of heart on
his part, must be left to the reader.
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heuristically fruitful historical total view, which, in the last
instance, is chosen arbitrarily. The social context, in which we
intemene in a social-technical marner, remains stnctly within
the dimension of existence (sein) set apart from what ought to be
(souen). Conversely, the viewpoint of our interpretation and
the projection of praxis remain within the dimension of what
ought to be, which is spüt off from existence. The relationship
of science to praxis rests, like that of theory of history, upon the
strict distinction between fa& and decisions: history has no
more meanhg than nature but we can posit a meaning by virtue
of arbitrary decision (dezision) and energeticdy strive to enforce
it gradually in history with the aid of scientific social techniques.
In contrast, a dialectical theory of soaety must indicate the
gaping disaepancy between practical questions and the
accomplishment of technical tasks. ..W e c m ody make history
in so much as it appears to us as capable of being made. Thus it
is one of the advantages and obligations of a critical social
science that it d o w its problems to be posed by its object.24
Nthough this is an extrernely dense passage, it contains essentially
simple ideas which stand in direct contradiction to the position held by the
positivisis. One may see that Habermas seems not to accept that science can

be value free, and that from a metaphysical perspective, he asserts that it is
impossible to be objective and separate science from "praxis".

In fact he

wri tes:

"...(E)mpirical science arbitrarily silences a

more
comprehensive rationakation, and converts the strength of
reflection, in the name of prease distinction and sturdy
ernpintism, into sanctions against thought itself."zj

24

The Positivisf Dispute in German Sociology, (1976),p. 142.

Habermas is aided &O (ai a rnuch Iater date) in his critiasm of Popper
and positivism by Anthony Giddens.26 In summarizing the criticism levelled
against Popper

by Habermas and others, Giddens points out that there are

some logical problems with even Popper's watered d o m version of

objectivity.
The first problem is the assumption that by progressively offering
theories for examination and successively refuting hem, that progress is
made, or that we rnove closer and closer to the truth. For this to be true, there

would have to be only a finite number of theones, which are eventually
eliLninated until the "true" ones or "most true" ones are al1 that remain. If
there were an infinite number, regression is as likely as progression over the
long mn, as new theories may spring up indefinitely to replace the ones cast
aside. Aside from the fact that it seems very unlikely that there are a finite
number of theories, Popper's assertion seems also to rest on the idea that
there is "mith". Postmodernists will corne to point out, as a result of this

eady criticiçm perhaps, that as there are infinite theory posibilities and
realiv is socially constructeci by the theory makers (i.e. people), that progres

in any sense is a myth.
The second problem is that of falsification, or the proceçs by which
theories are refuted. This problem is summarized well by Giddens:

4

26 Anthony Giddens, Politics, Sociology,and Social Theory, (1995).

"The universal staternent 'al1 swans are white' is in
prineple contradicteci by the discovery of a b1ac.k swan, but in
practice matters are not so simple because we have to deade, for
one thing, what is to count as a bladc swan, that iç8as a fais-g
observation. It would be possible, for example, for someone
accepting the universal statement 'd swans are white' to
discount any case of a bladc swan that might be found as not
being a swan at ail, and hence place it outside the scope of the
1aw37

This argument is of course even more forceful when applied to the
social sciences, where there exists sudi fundamental disagreement over even
basic categories.

SUMMARY OF T H E POSITIVIST DISPUTE

There are several important points made in thi

e which are

relevant to our overall discussion. These are:

1. The reiteration of the inseparabiüty of values and the practice of the

social sciences; and
2. The affirmation of human intention as first of all, existing, and

second, as playing a crucial role in social Me and science.

Habermas maintains the distinction between social science and the

natural saences, and at this point at Ieast, does not entirely equate the two in
terms of the philosophical issues which concem them. In a sense, Habermas
maintains optimism in that he believes that it possible to practice both
natural and social science separately, through the employment of somewhat

different methodology.

In his summary of Habermas' relationship with

modernity, Robert Hollinger writes:

For Habermas, modemiîy requires differentiation so that
the ethical, aestlietic, and scientific rem& distinct. He defends
an instrumentalist approach to nature and the natural sciences,
and is wary of narrowing the gap between the aesthetic and the
political....the vpes of argumentation and discussion in the
three spheres have their o w n logic, which embodies the
progressive elements of modernity.28
bVhile this perhaps an oversimplification, Habermas' belief that it may

be possible to decide first of A,what ought tu be, and second, to achieve it
through technical means, must be considered as optimistic.29

28

Robert Hollinger, Postmodernisrn arid the Social Sciences, (London: Sage, 1994), p.

2 58.
29 See dso footnote 20. Habermas has in fact been accused of king afinctionalist, due

to his views on social evolution. It is daimed that he enploys behaviourist-interactionkt and
phenomenological-interactionist ideas (from George Herbert Mead and Alfred Schutz,
respectively)as the solution to the problem of restoring the meanings of W e t y and of action in
people's Lives. This restoration implies both a return to a previous state (which some say never
existed) as well as the achievement of an evolutionary ideal. In m y opinion, the confusion
resulting from attempts to interpret Habermas' ideas is due as much to his own confusion and
self-contradiction as it might be to the complexity of his ideas. See Jonathan H. Turner's T h e
Structure of Sociohgical Theory, 4th ed., (Chicago: The Dorsey Press, 1986). for a critical
examination of Habermas.
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-

SUMMARY OF PART Il MODERN MODERNISM ?

Both Gouldner and The P o s i t i ~ i s tDispute leave rnodernisrn in the
same precarious position.

A sense of optimism has been maintained by

Gouldner through his proposal of a Reflexive Sociology, and by Habermas
through his proposai of aitical/dialectical theory, but one cannot help but feel
that this optimism is more foolheartedly brave than reasonably considered.
Modemism at this stage is certainly exposed to an attempt at almost complete

destruction by the unreservedly pessimistic (some would Say nihilistic)
postmodernists, as science, modernity, the "Enlightenment project", seems to
have lost access to any pretension to objectivity or bxth.

In any event, Habermas' influence on the posimodemists is direct, not only in his
criticism of positivism, but also in his ideas on the hrndions and role of language, to be more
fully examineci in the section on posîmdernism.
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PART III POST(?)MODERNISM

In the previous two sections, the attempt has been made to
demonstrate the roots,

development,

and partial transformation of

modemism. The questions remain, however, of whether or not modemism
is in fact entirelv represented by what 1 have claimed, and whether or not it is

tndy superseded or replaced by the school of thought to which 1 have
constantly alluded. This section wili attempt to answer these questions, h s t
by completing the postmodern criticism/ definîtion of modemism, and then

by explainhg as much as is possible the substantive postmodern positioni.

POSIMODERN CRITICISM OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

1 have previously asserted that the two defining characteristics of

postmodernism in whatever field are pessimism and anti-dualism. It seerns
at this stage, however, after the review of modemism, that neither of these
sentiments are unique to poshnodernism.

Rather, what 1 have asserted

demonstrates that modem social science, in its attempts to address
fundamental metaphysicai questions, may have created within itself the seeds

1 [t should be noted at this stage that some authors (Roçenau, 1992, in particular)
distinguish between skeptical and affirmative postmodernisis. I will refer to this distinction
where appropriate or where it aids in understanding, but 1 should note that 1 beiieve that the
distinction is artifidal, and that the terrn 'affirmative postmodemist' is an oxymoron
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of its otvn destruction.2 In order to establish whether or not this was the case,

and whether or not postmodemism does in fact supersede modernism's
uiticisms of itself and offer a new paradigm for viewing soaal Me, we must
now t?un to a more detailed analysis of postmodernism's fundamental
criticisms.

On pessimism

It should be stated that the term 'pessimism' has a negative
connotation, and that it is a label most of us would like to avoid. I am certain
Stanley Cohen was aware of this when he employed the term to desaibe
posttnodernists, and I am equally certain that they feel it is undeserved. I

have chosen to use the term for rny own reasons, which may already be

apparent. It must be left to the reader to judge, after the presentation of
postmodern ideas, whether or not it is appropriate.

In any event, the

postmodern pessimism referred to in this paper is of a rather spedic type,

and has not been developed either lightly or haphazardly. It repreçents rather
more than a sentiment of petulant disenchantment, or nihilistic rvithdrawal
from responsibility. It is a seriously considered response to the incornpetence,

The establishment of this parallel with Marxist evolutionaiy theory and with
Kuhn's theory of scientific revolutions is not accidental.
2
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harm, hypocrisy, €dure, inhumanlty, and amorality which has characterized
the history of Western civilization, and which has found its ultimate

expression in the hegemonic discourse of modernity expressed as 'science'.-l
It represents a decision not to participate in the W h e r oppression of man by

man, and a commitment to destroy the ideas which make this oppression
possible. Postmodemists cannot be accused of nihilism, then, because they
are saying something, they believe that discourse has power, and they are

taking a position which is intentionally contrary to that of the establishment
'deasion makers'4. For them, philosophy is a potentially serious business,
which engages one with others and which involves the taking of nsks (not
the least of tvhich are careenvise). They believe that is not enough to stay

uninvolved, a passive observer of the oppression and marginalization of

others, becoming involved only when directly affected. Postmodernists in
this sense are pessimistic only in that they believe that there is no hope for

humanity if modern ways of thinking continue to prevail.
But are they right? 1s there no hope for humanity in modernity at ail?
We have already seen modernity (largely defined as positivism) severely

aiticized, but saved in the end. Wi11 the posfmodern critique successfdy

3 These categories of criticism are derived primarily from Rosenau (1992), as well as
Holiinger (1994) and Seidman's 'The end of sociological theory', in The Postmodm T l m ,
Steven Seidman, ed., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994).
1

To use Lyotard's terni h m The I n h u m n , (Stanford: University of Stanford Press,

1984).
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destroy it? Should they even try? For the answer to these questions, we must
look more carefully ai the phiIosophicaUy derived specifics of the postmodern

aitique.

The incomvetence of modemismlThe mvth of rnastervl

Modemism is of course not entirely and accurately represented when it
is desaibed as synonymous with, or merely as, positivism. Modernity is

more complex, particularly in the soual sciences.

The other defining

charaderistic of modemity which we must revieiv in order to complete the
elaboration of postmodem allegations is the tendency to conçtnict general
theones.6

Lyotard states, "1 define postmodem as an inuedulity toward

metanarratives."7 Postmodernists assert that a defining characteris tic of the
Western inteuectual tradition is the tendency to universalize obsewations in

the attempt to constnict 'grand' meta-narratives. By this they rnean that
modemist social scientists have been inspired by their (positivistic) belief in

5

The irony that 1 am writing this paper for my master's degree is not lost on me.

6 ïherefore if poshnodernism is negatively diaracteterized by pessimism and a ~ r t i d ualisrn, in the interest of fairness I propose that modemism may be characterized as composed
of scientisrn and essen fialism. For further discussion of essentiaiism, see Steven Seidman's T h e
end of sociological theory', in The Postmodern Tum, Steven Seidman, ed., (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994).

7

Lyotard, (1984), excerpted in Seidman, ed., The Postmodm 7 - r (19%
~ ~ p. 27.
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an absolute reality to generalize their spatially, d t u r a l l y and temporally
specific observations to universal proportions, or to create grand stories to
explain al1 of reality. These stories purport to explain human nature and the

nature of society for all people, places and times. Because it seems absurd to
be doing this in the face of the staggering personal, social and cultural

diversity in the world, modemists are accused of imposing their particdar

(pnvileged) view of realiîy upon other classes and other cultures.
Postmodernists view this tendency to universalize as an oppressiûe
imposition of discourse on others by the powerful. Postmodernists are not
only critical of the grand metanarratives of the prioileged, however. They are
also critical of the critics of Western soaety, and accuse them of the same

hannful grandiosity as their 'oppressors'. Foucault, for example t h . that
the question of whether or not 'VIarxism is a saence is itseif indicative of this
problem:

If we have any objection against Marxism, it lies in the
fact that it cordd effectively be a science. ... When I see you
straining to establish the scientifitity of Manùsm I do not really
think that you are demowtrating once and for ail that Marxisrn
has a rational structure and that therefore its propositions are
the outcome of verifiable procedures; for me you are doing
something altogether different, vou are investing Marxist
discourses and those who uphold them with the effeds of a
power which the West since Medieval times has attributed to
science and has reçerved for those engaged in scientific

The tendency to generalize one's own speafic experiences in a given
time and place, to extend individual experience to theories claiming to have
discovered reality and the essence of human and soad nature (essentialism),

provoking absolute prescriptions for human behaviour in order to achieve
'freedom', is not merely ethocenhic, however. Nor is it merely a reflection
of the logical process of induction. The making of (absurd and unfounded)
tnith claims is rather a fundamental characteristic of Western modemity so

interwoven into the fabric of our history, our society, our discourse, that until
theorists like Gouldner, Habermas and the postmodernists, the absurdity of

doing so remained more or less hidden in plain sight.

Postmodem

philosophers are extremely critical of the obvious flaws in Western saentific

process, the belief that this process iç somehow endowed with tmth and the
ability to define freedom, and the subsequent tendenq to interfere in the
lives of others. Richard Rorty writes:

What method do scientists use?...( W)e s h d say that
within what Kuhn calls 'normal saencef - puzziesolving - they
use the same banal and obvious methods a l l of us use in every
human activity. They check off examples against aitena; they
fudge the counter-examples enough to avoid the need for new
models; they try out various guesses, formulated within the
current jargon, in the hope of coming up with something which

Michel Foucault, "Genealogy and social criticism," in , The Postmodertz Turn, S.
Seidman ed., (1994)p. 43, emphasis added.
8
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\vil1 cover the unfudgeable cases. CVe shall not think there is or
could be an epistemologicaiiy pregnant answer to the question
'What did Galileo do right that k ï s t o t i e did wrong?,' any more
than we should expect such an answer to the questions 'What
did Plato do right that Xenophon did wrong?,' ...We s h d just Say
that Galileo had a good idea, and Aristotle a less good idea;
Galileo was using some terminology which helped, and
Aristotle wasn't. Galileo's terminology was the only secret he
had - he didn't pi& that terminology because it was 'clear' or
'nahuai' or 'simple', or in iine with the categories of the pure
understanding. He just lucked out.9

However this method, this way of thinking, and the successive
agreements10 that reality has been discovered (once again!), have endured in
social saence and social philosophy almost throughout Western history, as
demonstrated in previous sections of this paper.11 The subsequent tendency
to conünue to generalize the successive rediscoveries (recreations) of tnith, to

represent and implement theories selected arbitrarily from an infinite range
of possibilities as fact, in spite of the continuous and undeniable failure of the

successive models of reality and society, and then to conceive of this process

Rom> excerpted in nie Postrnoder~iTurn, S. Seidman ed., (1994),p. 443.

Postrnodemists would say that the oniy sigmficant aspect of this process is its
discursive construction, how agreement is arrived at, why one story, one t e a representing
reality, achieves dominance.
11

This process is of course not unique to the social sciences. We are SOU bombarded

through the media with the conflicting tnith daims made by scientific dixoveren of medical

'facts' for example, which in many instances diMer in no measurable respect Erom the daims of
the snake oil salesmen of yesteryear. Discoveries conceming the relative benefitsf h a m of
coffee, alcohol, smoking, etc, are a fixture in daily news reports. Reassurances about the safety
of pesticides, household chemicais and various medications have been saentifically
'established' in opposition to scientific 'evldence' to the contraiy. At least in these areas, there
realiy does seem to be an infinite number of conjectures and rehtations.
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as progress(!), goes beyond mere incornpetence.

Seidman writes,

about

the great social theorists of the 19th and early 20th centuries:

The great modernists claimed not only that Western
modernity unleashed processes which would have world impact,
but also that modemization contained universally valid forms of
Me (e.g. science, bureaucracy, socialism, organic solidarity,
seculdsm). Not much effort is required to see that behind the
aggrandizing inteilectuaüsm of the modernists were the
expansionist politics of the age of colonialism.
These grand narratives seem to bear the mark of their own
national origin.
They contain an element of national
chauvinism. Modernists projected their own nations' unique
development and conflicts ont0 the globe as if their particular
pattern were of worId historical importance. These totalizing
concept uaI strntegies that attempted to sketch a world historical
story seem today extremely naive and misguideci. The grand
narratives of industiialization, modernization, secularization,
dernocratization, these sweeping stones that presume to uucover
a uniform soaal process in a multitude of difkrent societies,
these stories with tt?eir simplistic b i n q [dualistic] schernes (e-g.
Tonnies' Gemeinschaft to Gesellschaft, Durkheim's mechanical
to organic soliddty) which purport to relate a story of change
over hundreds of yem, should be abandoned. They repress
important differences between societies; they perpetuate Western
world hegemonic aspirations and national chauvinistic wishes.
They are, in short, little more than myths that airn to authorize
certain social patterns1 2

This process has unarguably continued, in spite of the concems raised
by theorists such as Gouldner. It is not simple incompetence which is most

12 Seidman, (1994), p. 129-30,emphasis added. Heidegger, who has greatly influenced
the postmodernists, describes these modernist tendencies as indicative of the 'will to
dominate', arising in part from post-Enlightenment hwnanism (see Hoiiinger, 1994, p. Il 1).
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offensive to postmodernists, however, as incompetence may be forgiven. It is
not simply the fact that modemity has f d e d to deliver on almost all of its
promises of peace, freedom, prosperity and health for all. It is not the fact that
most soaal scientists, policy rnakers, and front line implementers of soaal
policies have ignored prior incompetence, and have not made any

fundamental changes to their methods.
in ten tiona f

harm

It is rather the arrogance and

arising from this underhanded

incompetence, the

intentional imposition of cultural, temporal and spatial biases upon others
d e h e d at worst as badcwards savages and at least as naive masses, justified by
the myth of the superiority of modem man, modem thought, and modem

techniques, which is despised. It is this harm, arising completely from the
arrogance of scientism, which justifies the destruction of modemity.

The hnrm of modernitv/The mvth of helping

Modernity is not just harmful due to its arrogant incompetence.
While there are certainly innumerable examples of this type of h m
(thalidomide, residential schools for Aboriginal Canadians, the eugenics

rnovement, the Sixties Scoopl3, DDT, etc. ad infinitum) it is the way of

thinking tvhich d o w e d these hgedies to occur, and rvhich will continue to

1 3 This refers to the progam of permanent removal of Aboriginal children Erom their
parents in Canada in the 19Ws due to inferiorlunacceptable childrearing pradices and
subsequent international placement of the children with adoptive/ foster familier
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justify h i h u e tragedies, which is most insidious. This pattem is perhaps most
evident in the field of criminology, where the broad patterns of the larger
society are played out in somewhat extreme fashion.

Henry & blilovanovic, two of the foremost postmodern criminologists,
assert that modem society is one in which the "other" is devalued.~~
This
devaluation provides both the ethical justification for the commission of

criminal/ h

d

/ violent acts, and for the subsequent treatment of

'crriminds' by the aiminal justice system. This is significant, because it is

indicative of a cycle of h m , perpetuated by a criftrlre of harm. What Henry
& Milovanovic assert specifically is that because people constnict their view

of realiv (or lifewo rld, to use Husserl's expression) through discourse

(through interacting with relatively s m d groups of other people in their

daily lives), people f o m identifiably different groups.

These groups

invariably have constructed views of reality which differ from one another
proportionately to the different life experiences of their members.

These

groups may be assembled dong socio-economic, age, or ethnic luies, for
example,

and while the individual subjects composing these groups

obviously do not ail possess identical views of reality, they are similar to an
extent that allows the subjects to idenhfy an essential sameness, or W t y

Henry k Milovanovic, Constifutive Criminology, (London: Sage, 1996). A h
Einstadter & Henry, Criminological Theory, (Toronto: Harcourt Brace Coliege Publishers,
1995). 'Othef in this sense is not limited merely to the previously referred to pattern of
14

scientists and academics devaluing non-positivist ways of knowing, but indudes this
phenornena as typical of broader patterns of 'othef devatuation.
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with one another, perhaps only as distinct from groups with which they

possess no degree of perceived similarity.15 Ln short, only the subjective
perception and agreement about group distinctness is significant.

Henry

& Milovanovic assert that the thought structure of modern society is

particularly harmfd in that it allows a subject (a person) to devalue,
d e h u m n n ize, or view as less than equal, those perçons who do not belong to

his/her own group. This dehumanization, supported by the overall culture
of elitism and essentialism (faith that there is o n e b u e realiîy, and as such,
o n e correct lifeworld), serves as justification to treat 'others' as less than

human, sometimes even because it is for their own good, Le. in order to help
them to attain the correct Lifeworld.

The tendency to view one's own

Lifeworld as the 'correct' forrn of human existence and to dehumanize 'others'
is institutionalized in Western society, according to Einstadter & Henry:

Control institutions [police, courts, soaal service agencies,
prisons, etc.] are the relations among hurnan agents, acting to
police the concephial distinctions among discursively
conshucted social structures....[Clriminal justice policy is the
ideology and the plan for the organized acting out of "control
thoughts", whose very action reflects on the reality of that
which they are organized to defend....Criminal justice agencies
are engaged in administrative structures whose professionals
define, hierarchize, and categorize others, concentrating that

It should be noted that these membership in these groups is purporteci to be
constructed subjectively, and is more felt than reasoned. Membership criteria are not
necessarily estabüshed - along 'logical' lines, or by social categories impo&d by modemists.
Phenomena such as black-on-black crime may therefore be explained not as the result of a type
of false-consciousness pattern of victimization, but as a personal evaluation of 'victim
otherness' by the subject.
15
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wbich is done more diffusely in the wider society. In this way
they repress and constrain those that they classe, thereby
violating them in the same ways these perçons had earlier
violated others. As a result, say the postmodern criminologists,
criminal justice policy and practice is itçelf a crime over
others..P

As may be seen in the above quote, modem society is the embodiment
of a

fundamentally h@l

pattern of thinking, a reflection of the

positivistic faith in one hue reality, an expression of elitism and essentialism
redting from the imposition of a dominant metanarrative. In other words,

modem society is completely harmful:l7

Law does not hclude most of the behaviours that fit our
definition of crime. Law is a very partial list of harms. An
adequate listing of laws to capture the behaviour that we define
as aime would have to start from the contexts of pain resulting
from such denials of others. It would thus have to include
much of what currently stands for business practices,
gooer n men ta1 pol icies, hierarchical social relations, historically
contingent constitutive interrelational sets, and a lot of what
occurs in family life, since these arenas of power are premised
upon the inequality that liberates the expression of agency to the
creation of pain.18

16

Einstadter & Henry, (1995), p. 293.

17 1 wish to point out here that 1 agree that soaety is harmful, but not in the specific
marner asserted by the postmodemists. I wiil expand upon this idea in a later section.
18

Henry & Müovanovic, Constitutive Crirninology, (1996), p. 116, emphasis added.
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The reason that modem dualistic, essentialist and elitist ways of
thinking, and subsequently almost all of modem socieiy, rnay be diaracterized

as harmhil results from their r e d u c f i v e and repressioe nature;

Harms of reduction occur when an offended party
experiences a loss of some quality relative to their present
standing; harms of repression occur when an offended party
experiences a limit or restriction preventing them from
achieving a desired position or standing. Considered dong a
continuum of deprivation, harms of reduction or repression
may be based on any number of aiteria...(but) (w)hatever the
criteria, these are h m s either because they move the offended
away from a position or state which they currently occupy, or
because they prevent them from occupying a position or state
that thev desire.19
Of

course

this

type

of

thuiking and

subsequent behaviour

(characterized here as hannful) pervades modem Western soaety, and has

been forcefully imposed upon other cultures through the colonialism
referred to eariier. Modernism, then, is not just harmhrl in its effects, but in
its essence.

The hwocrisv of modemkm /The mvth of reason

it hardly needs stating at this point that modem Western science has

19

fbid, p. 103, emphasis in original.
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never lived up to its own fomaf methodological standards of objectivity,
logic, reason, and value freedom.

This is viewed as hypocritical.

It is

espeQallyhypoaitical because modemists are accused of first constructing this
completely unattainable and inhuman ideal, and then pretend i n g to have

achieved it. It is a process that is ingenuine from start to finish. The very
idea that humans may be able, in some way, to completely suspend emotional

or persona1 involvement in their day to day lives, in their work or in their
play, now seems completely absurd.20 To continue to c h g to whole or partial
reiterations of this dualistic philosophy seems absolutely inexcusable, in
consideration of the harm which this mythological objectivity has alIowed or
directly caused, and of the failure to achieve it at any time. Faith in renson as
conceived of by traditional philosophy, the magical properties of which are
employed to support this edifice of hypocrisy, is therefore also viewed as
possibly unfounded.
Faith in reason and logic, as the terms are defined in modernity, has
been a troublingly intermittent feature of Western thought since the h à e n t

Greeks discovered/created the concepts. Of course, faith of another type and
incorporating somewhat different definitions of

reality

did

achieve

dominance for a considerable period of Western history, a period now

desaibed as the 'Dark Ages', and intemenhg between the glorious days of

20 The distinction between work and play may be another example of an untenably
simplistic dualism.
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ancient reason and the

'EnlightenmenY.2i

But this era should not

necessarily be viewed as an inconsistent or drastically different manifestation
of privileged discourse, because whatever their disagreements about the

specific objeds of faith, these mas do share the more foundational Western

belief that there is a correct, or proper, way to think, which is necessary to
eliminate the possibility of mistake and deception, and which is necessary to
adiieve wisdom (i-e. to acquire an understanding of the one true reality). For
the most part, in the modem era, this privileged discourse has been

synonymous with the methodological processes of positivisrn. CVhile there

has been considerable debate over the years (among those with faith in logic)
about various methodologies of reason (induction vs. deduction, for

example), the dominance of the faith in the existence of a single, correct way
to thùik has been rnaintained. In consideration of the history of thought

outlined earlier, where both agreements about reality and the correct way to

thuik about it have been changed on numerous occasions, faith in reason
itself must be suspect as merely another mythological justification of

privilege.

It may be argued that reason has not ever prevented the

formulation of lifeworlds which were later judged to be incorrect. Since it is
likely that there are infinite theoretical possibilities, all established through
the use of reason, evaluated through the use of reaçon, and evenhidy

21 See Hollinger, (1994, for example. The capaàty to ha v efa i f h in whatever concept
seem to be a tendency that is more durable over time than the ideas whkh require it, be they
xientific or supernaturai. 1 wiU attempt to expand on the relevance of the inherent power of
ideas somewhat in a Later section-
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refuted through the use of reason, it is diffidt to conceive of this process as

anything but pointlessly tdeological.22 Reason seems to be nothing more
than a discursive construction itself, the definition of which is determined
through the same exertions of power/control as any other human construct.
Reason is a myth which has been created and employed to jus*

the

lifeworld of the elite, the expert, the privileged, and to devaiue the lifeworlds
of others.

The failure of modernitv/ The mvth of pro9;ress

Robert Hohger, in his summary/defense of poshnodern ideas, asserts
that one of the claims of rnodernism is that "the truth shall set us
free...because ignorance is the cause of unhappiness and irnmorality."23

22 The reader will recognize that many of these concerns about 'reason' certainly did
not originate with postmodern a i t i c i s a In many ways, they, and many other aspects of
posûnodern critiusm in the soaal sciences, are reiterations and applications of previously
ignored philosophical debates, the significance of which for these Fields has heretofore been
unrecognized. Fmm David Hume's skeptical assertion that an 'ought' may not be derived frorn
an 'is', to Kant's attempts to reinstate types of reason as particular to certain ends, to Hegel's
idealism, and perhaps most significantly, to Nietzsche's perspectivism, the postmodemists
seem to have re-openeâ discussions which have intermittently lost relevance in the history of
philosophy. See the previous sections of this paper as well as Hollinger's Postmodernism and
the Social Sciences, (1994), and Marias' History of Plzilosophy, (f%7), for example. Hollinger
goes so h r as to (almost) suggest that the rnodernism -postmodemism debate is the same as the
Enlïghtenment - counter-Enlightenment debate of the 19th century . Foucault (1994) describes
the resurrection of 'disqualified knowledges' as the archaeology or genealogy of theory: 'In
fact, as things stand in reality, these collected fragments of a genealogy remain as they have
always ben, surrounded by a prudent silence" (p. 45).

Whiie this is rather a dishonest oversimplification, it nonetheiess accurately
represents the general sentiments of science since the Enlightenment. So

what are we to make of the history of suentific efforts in search of truth?

How much 'tnith' has been uncovered? How rnuch freedom gained?
Postmodernists might assert that the difficulty one encounters in

trying to answer these questions, and the reliance on modernist techniques
which would be necessary in order to qiianbfy the alleged 'progress', point to
the absurdity of conceiving of Me in such terms. 1s it even possible, from a
postïnodern perspective, to accuse rnodernists of failure in achieving such
goals when the only way to judge them is by their own (absurd) standards? If
progress is a myth, if theories (stories) are infinitely diverse, plentihil and
malleable, then to participate in the evaluation of progress is pointless. An
extension of postmodernist Lhinking should assert that progress, the

measured attainment of goals, is the most ethereal of moderniçt constructs.

Who c m Say with 'certainty' after all, what o w goals are, shorrld be, were, or
should have been? Our goals are exceedingly difficult to define, let done
jus*,

and it seems that a lot of after-the-fact rationalization o c w ç in

evduating success.2~ But even more important than these concerns is the
seeming absurdity of asking the questions, How should 1live? What s ho u 1d 1
be doing?

Much of the theorizing in these areas (the definition of

'normality') seerns to be nothing more than the devaluation of diversity and

24 It

may be argued that this is especially true for a profession such as social work
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the admonishment of extremes. But are exhemes bad?

(What is bad?)

Science dso purports to have increased the quantity of human life on the
planet enormously; there are more of us, and we are living longer than ever

before (or so they teil us). So what?

In this most skeptical version of postmodernism, any attempts to
construct narratives and meta-narratives about human activity may be seen

as merely the imposition of judgements derived from the lifeworld of the
subject. But this absolutely relativistic view does not even sit well even with
most postmodernists. ~Manyof them accept that to judge an endeavour by itç
own criteria, or by the aiteria of another, are both worthwhile, if not
absolutely defensible, endeavours.

Ço to

judge modernism by its daims of

accomplishment may not be entirely inappropriate. Of course, even in this

sense, modernism is a colossal, hypocritical failure. One need only look to

the m e n t conditions endured by the Aboriginal peoples of areas colonized
by the West, and judge these conditions by either Western or Aboriginal
standards to determine that freedom, of either body or spirit, is not in
evidence.

Neither is it in evidence for large proportions of the wider

population; disease, homelessness, dnig abuse, aime, family violence, etc. ad

infinitum continue to flourish unabated in spite of centuries of 'rightminded', pragmatic, modernism. Lyotard writes:

1 use the name of Auschwitz to point out the irrelevance
of empincal matter, the stuff of recent past history, in terms of
the modem daims to help mankind to emancipate itself.25

The deepest failure of rnodernism may not be in its facilitaîion of
atrocities, or in its simple inability to solve the practical problems of everyday
Me, however. Its most harmful failure rnay be first in the destruction of
h O p e, and second, in the subsequent inability to restore it. Peter L. Berger, et

al., write:

The problem becomes most dearly apparent when one
look at that m u e n t h c t i o n of religion whidi Weber cdled
"theodicy". Thiç means any explmation of human events that
bestows meaning upon the experiences of s u f f e ~ gand evil.
Through most of human history, religion provided s u c h
theodicies. In one way or another, religion made meaningful
even the most païnful experiences of the h
m condition,
whether caused by nahird or by social agents. Modern society
has threatened the plausibility of religious theodiaes, but it has
not removed the experiences that c d for them. Human beings
continue to be stridcen by siduiess and death; they continue to
expenence social injustice and deprivation. The various secular
creeds and ideologieç that have arisen in the modem era have
k e n singuiarly unsuccessM in providing satisfactory theodicies.
It is important to understand the additional burden to modernity
implicit in thiç. Modernity has accomplished many far-readiing
transformations, but it has not fundamentally changed the
finitude, fragility, and mortality of the human condition. What
it has accomplished is to seriously weaken those definitions of
reality that previously made that human condition easier fo

Lyotard, "Defining the posûnodem," in PosfmodPrnism: ICA Documents, L.
Appignanesi, ed., (Londont Free Association Books, 1989), p. 89; ated by Peter Leonard,
"KnowledgefPower and Postmodernism," Canadian Social Work Review, VOL 11, no. 1,
(Winter, 2994).
25
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bear. This has produced an anguish ail its own, and one that we
are inclhed to think adds additional urgency and weight to the
other discontents we have mentioned.26
So whüe we may admit that modemism has not fully achieved its

cynical, hypdtical goals by any measure, and has cartsed harm in
unfathomable degree (especidy in the loss of theodicy) may we also condude
that n O progress has been made?

Has modernism merely increased

humanity's capaàty and tendency to h m ? Again, it does begin to seem
rather pointless to ask this question without h s t deconstmcting the thought
processes from which it has arisen. One of these ideas is perhaps best
described as the conception of human existence as predicated upon a joumey
toward a destination (tnith).27 It may be argued that the only journey that

humanity is uniformly committed to is that from birth to death.28 Skeptical
postmodemists might assert that what happens in behveen these universal

events has been so quantified, categorized and distorted by the cult mentality

26

Peter L. Berger et a l , The Hmneless hl ind, (New York Random House, 1974), p. 18J.

27 1 have stolen this phrase from a poster which reads, "Success is a joumey, not a
destination."
28 As with much of postmodern thought, their ideas concerning mortaiity may be based
to an extent on the philosophy of Martin Heidegger. While this is largely irrelevant to the
main thrust of our discussion at this point, the interested reader may refer to (extremely
confusing) artides such as Leslie MacAvoy's "nie Heideggerian Bias Towards Death: A
critique of the role of being towards death in the disdosure of human finitude," in
Me taphilosophy, vol. 27, 1&& (Jan/A p d 1996). A more readable work on the subject h m a
psychoanalytic perspective is Ernest Becker's The Denial of Death, (NewYork: The Free Press,
1973,and sections of Couldner (1970).
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of rnodernism that most people now live pajnfully repressed, ingenuine, or
i n hu m a n existences, and that the relevance of extreme and infrequent

technologicdy facilitated atroaties, while no less important,

pales by

comparison.

The inhumanitv of modernitv/The mvth of nature

Of course the accusation of inhumanity which has been levelled at

modemism seerns to imply that there is such a thing as a g e n u i n e human
existence, which modemity has prevented

anyone from attainuig.

uihumaniîv seems to be a calegory derived through opposition, but in fact,
this need not be the case. The degation of inhumanity is primarily based

upon the tendency to think of Me in dualistic terms, or the tendency of
modernists to speak or think in tems of a right way to live. It is the initial
propositions of essentialism, or the assertion that truth is discoverable, which

has led people to rnake right/wrong distinctions. Modemity is inhuman
solely because it has aeated the category of inhumanity through the assertion
of its discoverable opposite. So when postmodernists Say that modemity is
inhuman, they are rejecting modemity in the entirety of its b i n q
Classifications.
LMore affirmative postmodernists accept these categories to at least

some extent as necessary in order to distinguish between the inhumanly
oppressive harms of modernity and their alternative lifeworld propositions.

They assert primarily that modernity is inhuman because of its ignorance,
disparagement, and marginalization of the spiritual, intuitive, and mystical
aspects of human existence.29

Poçtmodemists assert that these ways of

thinking and living are as real as their mythological opposites: science,
objectivity, and reason. Modemity is accused of ignoring at least half of
human 'nature' based upon untenable, hypocritical ideas.30 Not the least of
these hypocrisies is of course the consequent idea that because intuition,

emotion, mysticism, and spirituality are the polar opposites of the truth

seeking methodologies, that ethics, politics, and poetics have no place in the
practice of 'science'.3i

The amoralitv(?) of modernitv/The mvth of virtue

Modem dualisrn, and the theme of distinction between facts and
values culminates in this odd resolution: That in order to acquire the

29 Rosenau, (1992). See a b Lyotard's

30

T h In human, (199 t ).

For those readen who recognîze the hypocrîsy of the affirmative postmodern
position, patience is requested.

dualiçtic category of ~ i r t u e ,one must discover truth; in order to discover

-th,

one must eliminate distortion; in order to eliminate distortion, one

must eliminate emotion; in order to eiiminate emotion, one must eliminate
considerations of vll.tue.32 Science must be amoral if it is to accomplish

anything good. This type of thinking is so astoundingly teleological that one
wonders how it has endured at all. Obviously, nobody c m really believe any
of this (modernist sàentists induded). This leaves the question then: What
has actually been going on in the minds of modernists for all of this time? Tt

has previously been asserted that the answer to this question might be: Not
much.

Of course, this is a somewhat simplistic representation of modernism's
aspired-to amorality.

Considerations of virtue are notoriously difficult.

Postmodeniists might assert that virtue is just another myth, which may
serve the purpose of devaluhg others, reinforcing privilege, etc.

The

application of the label of W t u e is of course also as subject to the influence of

power as any human concept. Doing the right thing, and being a person who
does the right thing, are meaningles categories of oppression, artifacts of the

1 swallowed the spider to catch the fly, etc. Murphy (1989)states, about the
paradoxical goals of science and scientism, that; "[tlhe dixovery of truth consists of finding
knowledge that is unquestionably valid but likeiy to be irrelevanî" (p. 19). He states that
scientific ways of thinking about 'Society' and the assumed irrelevance O t personal values for
this transcendent construct have iead to the devaluation of individuais and that it is this
32

process which has justified the Holotaust, for example. "Nonetheless, when order is
substantiated by dualism, perrons may easîly become viewed as andlary to the perpehiation
of culture" (p. 19). The paradoxical theory of hanScendence, of d h u e existing with or without
people, the m ho1 e continuhg to exist regardless of the actions or even presence of the parts, is
therefore merely a reflection of the scientistic paradox.
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opposite categories of immorality, of difference and domination. V h e , as
other dualistic categories, exists only as a discursive construction or as an

expression of power and the wiU to dominate through the definition of
others.

On the other hand, affirmative postmodem ideas seem to hold out
some hope that W t u e exists. This belief is evident in the passages quoted
above from Henry & 'vlilovanovic. One cannot help but conclude, however,

that these attempts to discover the right thing to do, through idenbfymg the
wrong things, are different from the modernists' attempts only in that they
are consciously hypocritid (or at least 1 h o p they are).

As noted by numerous authors, it is difficult to ideniify the

fundamental beliefs which all postmodemists shrue.33 There may in fact not

be any universally accepted postdates, and this is at least as much an
intentional characteristic of this type of philosophy as an indication of
disorganization (because to comtruct metanarratives is to oppress).

A

33 R o s e ~ (
u1992),Murphy (1989),and Hollinger (1994)represent ody a few examples
of attempts to define posbmodemism, and dl admit to the süpperiness of the subjed.
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reader34 does begin to perceive the gist of postmodernism, however, if they
can endure their prose for long enough.

And the basic metaphysics of

postmodernism is very simple. It is not dishonest to state that the entirety of
postmodeniism, post-structuralism, and deconshrictionism is based upon the

belief that reïlity is socially constructed, and d e h e d through Iimguage. This
may seem disappointingly straightforward to anyone who has smiggled

through the labrynths of Lyotard's prose, or through the 'writerly' texts of
Barthes, but it is nonetheless 'truef. In fact, the simpiiaty of thiç idea is
perhaps what lends force to the postmodern challenge. Now, it should be
stated that this is certainly not a new idea. Foucault apparently recognizes
this, as evidenced to some extent by his historical/ archeological/ genealogical

approach.

Postmodernists rnay be asserted to have sirnply broken the

'prudent silence' which has surrounded this particular idea for some time.

Theories conceming the social constniction of reality may be asserted to
mimic even olde r metaphysical problems, however, such as those of Plat0

and Aristotle which were previously referred to, and especially those
formulated by Rene Descartes (i.e. given that deception is possible, and

34 1 am using the term 'readef in spite of the posîmodern contention that we are al1
'wnters', or adive creaton and interpreters, even when we are reading. According to this view
it may be impossible to passively accept a text (a printed work, a piece of art, an event, a
discourse, etc.), and writers shodd thetefore write in a writerfy (saiptible) way (whidi is
vague [and]playful with words [andl purtctuation [and1 o p to interpretation) as opposed to in
a readerly (lisible) way which is intended for passive consumption and implies the superiority
of the privileged knowledge of the author (see any of Roland Barthes works, pariicufarly The
Pleasure of the Text, [New York: Hill and Wang, 19751, or for a readerly acmunt, Murphy,
[19891, or R m a u , [1992]). H o w am I doing? Too writeriy?
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deception by its very nature is unrecognized, how can we ever be certain of

anythuig?). While interesting (for me at least) an examination of the history
of these problems is not necessary at this point.35 It must suffice to Say that
postmodernists have simply rejected aU of the solutions to this problem put
forth by proponents of dualism and modernism in order to jusûfy their
actions. In other words, they not only dispute the progress claimed in science

or in scientific thuikuig, but in thought of any type. Everything is just a
fundamentally uncertain verbal construction. Since every thought/ language

construction is equally baseless, indistinguiçhable from one another except by
other equally baseless ideas, then to impose your thoughts on others by
dishonestly representing them as 'discoveredf huth may be seen to be

oppressive.
Postmodernists of a somewhat less relativistic/ skeptical bent might
allow that there is such a thing as physical reality. But, they assert, it doesn't
matter, because it is unknowable. The only thing that ma tters is the m ra n i ng
that individuals construct for themselves.36 This argument in some ways
--

35 i believe that much of postmodernism has been formulated as a result of the w o r k of
the t h e o n ~ which
t~
I have previo&y reviewed in addition to the writings of Heidegger and
Nietzsche particularly, as well as those of Erving Goffman's Tlfe Presefitatiorz of Self iri
Eueryday Life, (New York: Doubleday, 1959). Berger and Luckmann's n i e Social Constructiotr
of R e d i t y , (New York: Doubleday, 1%6), Husserl's Cartesian Meditations, m
e Hague:
Nijhoff, 1960), Schutz's Coilected Pirpers, (The Hague: Nijhotf, 1962-66),and especially G.H.
Mead's Mind, Seif and Society, ed. C.W. Morris (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 19341,
for example.

This idea is also related to phenornenologid philosophy and to cognitive or
rational/ emotional psychology (a LA Albert Ellis, Reason and Emof ion in Psychothnapy,
(New York: Lyle Stuart, 1962). The essence of these ideas is expressed well by another anaent
36
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extends the tenets of dualism to their extremes, in stating that because human
thought is so active and cornplex, so infused with emotion and opinion, that
even if reality in an absolute and unchanging form did exist

(which they

doubt), humans wodd be incapable of comprehending it in its enürety, of

then agreeing upon this comprehension, and acting without changing
themselves and reality. This changing process amounts to the same thhg as
the
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construction of reality. In a sense, they tum the arguments of

scientism about the irrationality of man around, and aim them back at
science; they admit that scientism is correct in an essential way and establishes
its own pointlessness. This is an attack on the paradox of scientific logic from

both directions.

Greek ated by Eiiis, Epictetus, in his famous quote: "Man is not dishirbed by events, but by the
view that he takes of them." This is sarcastically paraphrased as, "It's not the plane a a s h
thaYs upsetting, but yourfeelings about the plane crash."
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PART IV HOW IS POSTMODERNISM RELEVANT TO SOCIAL WORK?

One must belong t u n tradition fo hate it properly.

- Theodor Adorno

Having established in previous sections the essential seriousness of
poshnodern criticism of the social sciences, it is now tirne to turn to an
examination of the relevance of postmodern criticisrn for those engaged in
the practical implementation of the "knowledge" derived from scientific
inquiry. It follows logically that if the theoretical foundations of modernïty
are suspect, then so too are the actions of those whose professions are

predicated upon modem beliefs. It is the contention of this paper that one of
the most obviouslv practical and far reaching influences of the social sciences
on professional practice is in the field of social work.

Whether

through

individual counselling and psychotherapy, child welfare agencïes, the
corrections/rehabilitation field, or at the level of policy, social workers may be
asserted to conduct the majority of soaal-science driven intervention into the
lives of others in modem Western society. Whde the auth0nt-yor prestige of
other professions may be more commonly recognized, it is in fact sotial
workers who seem to perform the bulk of day-to-day interventions into the

social existence of others. Social work is the epitome of the grass-roots
practice of social saence ideology, and yet most people find it diffïcult to

precisely define social work.

WHAT IS SOCIAL WORK?

This is a question which has many layers of meaning. Tnere are

of course manv superficial and mechanistic answers, which are obvious
atternpts to avoid the real substance of the issues 1have been discuçsing. One
might assert for example that soaal work can only be described as the
activities of those persons who describe themsrlÿes as soaal workers, and

then attempt to List these activities. This type of definition is of the sort one
might h d in an encyclopedia or in a thoroughly positivistic textbook, and is
one which ignores the in terprrtiae menning of the activities in question for
the practitioner, their clients, and for society in general. After the insights

provided by Gouldner, et al., this would obviously be an unsatisfactory

approach.
Another type of definition might delve somewhat into the realm of
meaning, and return with platitudes along the lines of 'a helying profession',
'a holistic approach to psychotherapy, inclusive of the client's social milieu',

'an ecological approach to counselling', and so on. But for those who have
been the victims of social work intemention, and for those who have

practiced these interventions (such a s myself) these definitions are lacking in

some fundamental respect. Social work it occurs to me, may be characterized
as much by what is left unsaid about it as by what it a d u d y proclaims itself to
be. From a rigidly postmodern perspective, such as that established in the

previous section, I feel that social work in this sense might be viewed as one
of the most damagingly insidious incarnations of modem positivism,
industrial capitalism, and scientism ever to have been perpetrated. This may

in some way be related to or indicated by the difficulties one encounters when
tryhg to comprehensively define social work, and this is the issue which 1

intend to explore in this section.
None of this is necessarily meant to imply that 1 hate social work, as
might be inferred frorn the quote frorn Adorno at the beginning of this

section.

Rather, 1 have found it necessary to adopt a somewhat hostile

attitude towards the profession in order to conduct what I feel is a thorough
examination of the subject.1

In the remainder of this section, 1 intend to adopt a completely
postmodern perspective and to deconstruct social work in the harshest
possible rnanner, or in the manner which would result if one were to accept
postmodern metaphysics holus-bolus. It should also be noted that the
"version" of social work which I am going to deconstruct is the result of a

This hostility, or antagonistic attitude, which 1 have found necessary to adopt in
this sense, and which I have simpIy foirrtd in much postmodem writing, is indicative 1 believe
of the general sentiments of the postmodemists. 1 will expand upon this idea in a later section,
but wished to cal1 attention to it at this stage to facilitate an informed reading of this section.
1
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postmodern perspective also, and in no way represents a consensus view of
the profession.2 This exercise should not be construed as evidence that 1 am a
postmodernist, however, but rather as representative of my wish to illustrate
in the clearest possible fashion the implications of postmodernism for social

work when the fundamentals of this philosophical movement are accepted
completely-3
This deconstruction of course must begin at the beginning, as it were,
with a brief examination of what it is that social workers actually do.

How can just talkinp. to people be h m f u i ?

This is of course essentidy what social workers do.

They

communicate with people by talking, writuig and gesturing, by listening,
reading and interpreting. They seldom actuallv rurt around clubbing people

9

In my attempts to define social work I have discovered that no two attempts at such a
definition are exactly alike, or for that matter, entirely different. In other words, there exists
a varying amount of agreement and disagreement, both within and outside the profession, over
what social work is. Of course these disagreements represent the precise reason that I have
undertaken this exercise. ! feel that this section, where I outline both the postrnodern view of
social work and the resulting postmodern criticism of it, is illustrative of both the strengths and
weaknesses of postmodemism, and is therefore a worthwhile exercise. T'he true significance of
this exercise will become apparent in the next section. Until then, 1 ask the reader to suspend
judgement about whether or not the social work I represent here is the "real social work", or
whether or not such representations are possible.
3

1 further believe that if postmodernism is to be accepted at all, it mrrst be in its
entirety due to the fact that it is based upon a very few, very basic, metaphysical assertions

(such as anti-dualism, anti-essentiahsm, the social construction of reality, and the concept of
powerl knowledge). 1 feel that attempts to incorporate bits and pieces of postmodemism into
social theory are really just fundamentally illogical attempts to water down its depressingly
nihilistic message. 1 will develop this point further in the next section.
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over the head, or shooting them, or actually having any physical contact with
their clients and coworkers at all, in an offinal capacity.4 But in this last

sentence, we may have stumbled upon exactly what it is that defines social
workers, both as a distinct profession and as regards their meaningful
activities. This is of course that they h a o r an officinl capactty, and their

communications with others are guided by this role.

Social work

communication is purposive, as is al1 communication, but is guided by the
stahis conferred upon it, the mantle of legitimacv derived from official
authority and from scientific professionalism.

But what does this really

mean?
It means that social workers talk to other people guided by a set of
beliefs which they possess, and which they beIieve is constituted by
professional knowledge and techrucal expertise which in some way qualifies
them to interfere in other people's lives. This belief in i n t r r o e n i i o n as
sometirnes justified is the other common element.

These beliefs are

legitimized to varying extents by govemmentd (state), professional and
scientific authority. In other words, social work is a 'local site' in the sense
meant by Lyotard, where the interpretation of factç is agreed upon in an

4 Of course social workers often have the power to affect physical change in the lives
of others through adions which they merely recomrnend or order to be impIemented, such as the
withholding or denial of financial assistance, the removal of children from one or both parents,
or through pre-sentence recommendations to the courts. As 1 do not wish to becorne rnired in
description of social work activities, it should suffice to Say at this point that these actions are
based upon the discursive construction/interpretation of reality by the social worker, and for our
purposes, it is this language and thought process which is most salient.
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unique manner.5 But social work is an officiaily powerful local site. This
means that social workers share an interpretation of reality which allows
them to conduct essentially sirnilar social work activities; activities which
involve at one level or another i n t e r o e n t i o n in the lives of others, usually
on behalf of official, authoritative organizations. Now, it should be noted
here that it is not asserted that al1 social workers share completely identical
beliefs and interpretations of reality, but rather that there is something
common to al1 of their belief systems which enables them to conduct the
communicative activities tvpical of social workers. Within this over-arching
similarity, the details of precisely how one intervenes are relatively trivial
adjuncts to the fact that one feels that intemention is justified, is legitimized
by authority of some type, is beneficial to someone, or is even actually

possible. So in "essence", the thing that social workers have in common is
that they feel that purposive intemention in the lives of others is in some

way "OK".
Social work may be seen to be essentially paradoxical in a certain sense
alm. Soaal work has traditionally made claims to being the most progressive
and open-minded of the soaal science professions. It has long championed

the rights of the marginalized, fought inequality, aided the helpless,

demanded social justice. Yet at the same tirne, it has done so with power

5
Jean-Francois Lyotard, The Postnrodern Cotidifiotr: A report on krrowledge.
Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984.
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acquired through legitimization by association with the holders of power;
through appeals to scientism, liberalism, socialism, and capitalism, the
essentialist metanarratives of modernisrn. So on the one hand, social work is
the handmaid of modernity, and on the other, the champion of the
oppressed. This is why the quote fkom Adorno is particularly appropriate to
social work. Social zuork kgitirnizes and is legitirnizrd by the forces zuhich i t
often professes to d e s p i s e .

Social work often reifies the pnnciples of

modemitv in the guise of helping the oppressed.

This is why, from a

postmodem perspective, social work may be viewed as one of the most
dishonest, duplkitousr and immoral endeavours in history, rivalling even
the Roman Catholic church in its cunning chicanery. Social workers appear

from this perspective as the su n d r r k o m ma n d o s of rn0dernity.b

I recognize that this is a rather controversial statement, and requires
some further elaboration. The best way to examine this assertion is through
the deconstruction of the process of intervention, as it is cornmon to almost

al1 fields of social work.

-

-

Sonderkornmandos were the inmates of Nazi Germany's concentration camps which
aided in the extermination of their fellow prisoners, in a terrible sense representing one of the
most extreme examples of collaboration in history.
6
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IJWXRVENTION AS OPPRESSION

Concems about the true functions of social workers are not new, and
are not unique to postmodem analyses.

Piven and Cloward (1972), for

example, have prnduced a n extremelv insightful examination of the
functions of public welfare activities generally, and the analysis of psychiatry
undertaken by Foucault (1967) also bears profound relevance to social work.7
It is not my intention to entirelv recount the contentions of these authors,
although their insights are implicit in my analysis.

Rather, 1 intend to

demonstrate generaiiy that the process of social work is identical (and
identicallv inappropriate) to the processes of scientific inquiry, in spite of its
historic efforts in the direction of client-centredness.

In fact, it is my

contention that, when viewed from a postmodern perspective, it is the
process of social work, common to all of its fields of practice, which both
reveals it as oppressive and condemns it to perpetually sabotage its

emancipatory ideals. This process may be broken down for examination into
the categories of assessrnrn t, treatment, and r a d u a t i o n .

-

.

-

7

F. Piven and R. Cloward, Regirlating the Poor: The filnctions of prrblic ruelfnre,

London: Tavistock, 1972;and M. Foucauft,Madness and Cioilization, London: Tavistock, 1%7.
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Assessrnent

The fact that we h a v e words with which to define the p e o p l e we
a t t e m p t to
them.

help speaks v o l u m e s about t h e way in which we think about

They are n o t s i m p l y other people, "brother sociologiçtsf' as Gouldner

might describe t h e m . They are clients, consumers, patients, d i f f e r e n t i n some
essential respect from us and everyone else.8 But regardless of what we call
them, there is the u n d e r l y i n g belief that t h o s e who seek help are n o t just

different, b u t in some way inferior. In social work, this belief is expressed to
v a r y i n g extents in the e m p l o y m e n t

of insight-oriented therapies, for e x a m p l e .

The profession of social work is predicated upon the idea t h a t we will in some
way be able t o help p e o p l e solve p r o b l e m s w h c h they are u n a b l e t o solve on

their own. W h a t is behind this t h i n k i n g ?

Ln fact, this belief is perhaps evidence of t h e m o s t profound influence
of t h e arrogance and elitism of scientism on the social work process. The

theory is of course that clients are unable to help t h e m s e l v e s because they are
unable to identify their renl problems. They are lost in subjectivity. The

The recent wave of political correctness is interesting in this respect. Because some of
the words we have used to describe or identify the inferior or dysfunctional have
(understandably) acquired a negative connotation, there has in recent years k e n a constant
search for new terms. As these becorne tainted, they are cast aside and new ones applied, until
one wonders if there will be any of the language left with which to label. Persons are no longer
handicapped, but differently-abled, for example. Of course, postmodeniists contend t hat it is
the oppressive tendency to define '~thers'~,a reflection of the modernist will to dominate,
which is a t the root of this absurd phenomena. As long as we conceive of those who are different
from ourselves, those who do not conform to the Western dualistic ideals, or who conform less
completely, as inferior, these word games wilI continue. It is the process of defining others
which is distasteful, not just the words we use, Say the postmodernists.
8
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reader \vil1 recall from earlier sections that this belief is a reflection of the
most basic positivist assumption: that ignorance is the cause of unhappiness,

and that knowledge of the "one hue reality" is what w i l i set humanity free.
So kom this perspective, it is relatively easy to see how social workers have
arrived at the idea that they, through their "expertise" and superior
knowledge, d l be able to assist clients to identify the hue source(s) of their
mises.. This occurs in every field of practice, from feminist sûcial workers

who aid their fernale clients to perceive the t d y oppressive nature of society
and of their interpersonal relationships with men, to social workers working
in the policy area who attempt to expose the "regressive" nature of certain

social policies. The techniques of this reprogramming process have many
different names, from "re-framing" to "consciousness raising" (and perhaps

the most cvnical - r mpozue r m e n t), but they are fundamentally the same and
predicated upon the social worker's superior ability to grasp reality. Elitism is
obviously the foundation of social work practice, the bedrock upon which the
arrogance of assessrnent is laid. When one considers who the employers of
s o a d workers are, or who they represent, assessrnent may be seen to be

merely the Arst stage in the refication of the dominant modemist
metanarrative of Western society, and nothing more.

Trea tmen t

Of course, assessrnent is not an end in itself.
conducted in order to preciseiy identify the client's

Assessments are
most sensitive

vulnerabilities as a prelude to helping them acquire the correct view of
reality. The "insights" of the therapist would be damaging enough if they
were merely communicated to the "client", but social workers rarely stop

there.9 The treatment phase of the helping process is the actual intentional
deception, coercion, and/or alteration of another human being's lifeworld by
the social worker (or intentional alteration of a previously existing "local site"

in the case of community development work or social policy formulation).

Social workers use a broad variety of methodological techniques to
accomplish this goal, ranging from cognitive/ behavioural interventions, to
insight oriented therapies, to political lobbying, al1 of which are the
adaptation and application of positivist beliefs and techniques concerning the
physical world to human social relationships. 10
Now, it should be stated at this point that although postmodemists

In fact, social workers rarely even start there. Many social workers never completely
disclose their assessments to their clients. It is a rare helping organization which even allows
dients access to their written records, let alone encourages such openness. Many only allow such
access because it is mandated by the laws of the relevant jurisdiction. This seaecy
- is -profoundly
revealing about the arrogance and underlying harmfuln-&s of the social work process in many
seftings.
9

10 A detailed analysis or categorization of the particular techniques employed is not
necessary here, as we are more concerned at this stage with the intentions of the process rat her

than with its mechanics.
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would conceive of this process as harmful or at least insensitive, most social
workers actually beiieve that they are helping their clients. But are the clients

of social workers realh being helped? Does it at least see ln that they are? In
view of the above criticisms (which seem obvious to postmodernists) how

can social workers continue to justify what they are doing? To answer these
questions, we must look now at how social workers e v a 1 u n te what they do to
their clients.

Evalua tion

Again, it is not my purpose here to review the many issues and
concems surrounding evaluation of outcornes to be found in the m z i n s t r e a m
(modernist) social work literature. Many of these concerns are identical to the
debates which have occurred within positivism over the years about the
technology of creating (or should I Say discoi>ering) the truth. It is interesting
to note, however, that these concems exist, and for the most part are
representative of the recognition that professionals have a personal
inveshnent in seeming to be competent at achieving the results that they
desire.11 From a postmodem perspective, however, the evaluation process is
really more complex than debates about whe ther or not client satisfaction

1 1 From a postmodern perspective, the belief that it is possible to achieve a desired
result through intervention into the lifeworld of another person is perhaps the most significant
aspect of these debates.
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survevs are worded correctly, or whether they are valid at all. The interesting

part of the evaluation process, when viewed from a perspective that
recognizes the oppression which a client has undergone, is that clients often
do çeem, or can be made to seem, temporarily at least, happier after
intervention. 12 Since postmodemists view the whole exercise as a harmful
expression and reification of power relations and privileged discourses, some
explanation of this phenornenon is necessary.

One possible explanation is that people seek the help of social workers
primarilv because of the incompatibility of their marginalized lifeworld with
that of the dominant elite.

Unhappiness in this sense is the result of

condemnation resulting from being different, or identified as the "other" by
those with the power to define them as such.

Since the process of

intervention is aimed for the most part at indoctrination into the do rn ina n t
üfeworld systern of beliefs and the production of a conforming, complacent
underclass of the marginalized,i3 dients may genuinelv feel a reduction in
stress as their beliefs about reality are altered to conform more closely to those

12 Again, I'm choosing to ignore studies from within the modemist literature suggesting
that professional intervention has no discernible effect aiso, such as that of Hans Eysenck's
famous study, reported in T h e effects of psychotherapy: An evaluation', /orirnal of Corisidting
Psychology, 1952, 16, 319-324, and related debates. In the final analysis, whether or not the
modemist psychotherapists are producing the results they desire is secondary to the
harmfulness of their intentions, as thesc intentions reflect the harmfulness of modernist beliefs
in general.

1 3 See Piven & Cloward (1972), especially on this point, although the dominant
discourse h o m a postmodern perspective is not quite the same as that identified by these

authots. For postmodernists, the dominant metanarrative is essentially the idea that grand
metanarratives are valid and possible.
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of the privileged. Clients may find some solace in accepting a version of the
truth which locates the source of their misery in their own helplessness,
laying blame at the feet of an "addiction" perhaps. They rnay cease to struggle
against their oppressors, accept their marginalization more complacently, and
experience a reduction in anxiety as a result.
Alternatively, clients may be reprogrammed to accept an essentialist
metanarrative which is in some ways contrary t o that of an alleged dominant
elite in Western societv, but which provideç a more personally satisfying
explanation of reality and provides a sense of solidarity or group
membership.

In either case, evaluation in whatever form is merely an

extension of the over-arching oppressiveness of the modern project, and the
reification of the tendency to make absolutist truth daims. Evaluation serves
to reinforce the privileged position of the expert helper, and as such is merely

another expression of the power relations inherent in social work's role in
modem society. Evaluation, as the final stage of the oppressive social work
process, is ultimately a politically motivated endeavour and another
reifica tion of the de-humanizing aspects of science's intrusion into the fabric
of human social rela tionçhips.

"INVOLUNTARY" CLIENTS

As may be seen above, the soaal work process is extremely suspect both

in its motives and in its effects. 1 wish to point out at this stage, however, that
in the previous section 1 have intentionally avoided examination of the issue
which 1 feel is most damning of the social work profession. This is of course
that arguably the majority of social work clients are iniiolnntary. Almost al1
social work in the fields of income assistance, corrections, mental "health",

and child welfare is mandated by the state, in more or less expficit fonn, and
is in fact officially imposed upon people against their will. In the area of
social policy also, many of those affected have little or no Say in changes
which are irnplemented.
The term "involuntary client" is perhaps a euphemism on the order of

George Orwell's Ministries of "Truth" and "Peace" in 1984. Involuntariness
in the social services is really just coercion. Postmodem criminologists point
out that modem society is rife ~ 4 t h...disciplinary institutions, practices, and
"

discourses which legitimate its modes of domination and control," and the
majority of these are staffed in some measure by social workers or others
operating under the mandate of social welfare.14 Much of social work practice
is therefore the simple and direct subjugation of others through the use of

Steven Best & Douglas Kellner, Posfmodern Tlreory:
Basingstoke, England: Macmillan, 1991, p.3.
14
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C r i ficai lu f errogatioris,

legitimate authority. The source of t h s power is the discourse which has
been described throughout this paper - the same power which is accused by
postmodernists of having created the social problems which it is employed to
address. Postmodem criminologists (such as Henry & Milovanovic) assert
that modem Western soaety is a cycle of harm which perpetuates its own
miserv through the classification, definition, and subjugation of others, and
social workers are an integral part of this process. The idea that there is one
true reality and that those who hold to a different version of it are classifiable
or inferior and in need of "helpf' whether they want it or not is the real
source of harm in soaety, they Say, and from this perspective, social work as it
has been practiced is inherently harmful.

Has postmodern theorv influenced social work?

One might assert that the answer to this question will dernonstrate
whether or not social work is in fact an intransigent and oppressive force, or
if it is open to criticism and possesses awareness, reflexivity, or "opemess to

bad news". 1 intend to look at the (admittedly lirnited) body of literature

which has arisen on this subject non-critically and as an undifferentiated
whole, as 1 feel that an examination conducted in this fashion will enable us

to more fully understand some of the actual effects of postrnodernism first,
and then later, to distinguish these effects from what merely o u g h t to have

Pe ter Leonard's Representative Contribution

Peter Leonard is arguably the most prolific and influential Canadian

author to have concerned himself with the relevance of postmodernism for
soaal work.15

His work in many ways encornpasses the entire field of

discussion on this subject, in a fashion which 1 feel is very insightful,
representative, and therefore also useful in the categorization and evaluation
of other relevant literature, Canadian or otherwise.

Leonard, as the result of an analysis somewhat less extreme than mine
above, asserts that emancipatory f o m s of social welfare rnust acknowledge
that they emerge from particular czdturrs, and not from the "truth".

He

recognizes the potential harmfulness of social welfare activities because of
this faith in modernist metanarratives, and states that social work must:
1. Stand against essentialism;

2. Realize oppression is not just from class, gender, and race;

3. Seek emanapation not through scientific truth, but from diorrsr

1s See for example Peter Leonard, "Postmodernism, Socialism and Social Welfare",
lortrnal of Progressive Humun Services, Vol. 6(2), (1999, pp. 519; "Knowledge/Power and
Postmodenüsm", Carludiart Social Work Revieziy, Vol. Il, no. 1. (Winter, 1994),pp. 11-26; and
'Three discourses on pradice: A postmodern re-a ppraisal", 10 rtrnal of Sociobgy ujrd Social
W e l f a re, 23(2), (19%), pp. 7-27.
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s truggfe;

4. Recognize grand metanarratives are Eurocentnc; and
5. Dialogue with the oppressed, not the elite, to achieve
emancipation. 1

These recommendations al1 flow directly from the application of
postmodern ideas to social work, and in tbis sense are fairlv obvious. They

are in fact repeated in various forms by other social work and social welfare
authors, and are in this way, 1contend, representative.17

In view of the above, then, it seems conclusive that social work
theorists h n a e after al1 taken stock of postmodern ideas and applied thern in a
rather consistent but disappointingly vague fashion. They seem vague, for
example, because it is not immediately obvious precisely hoici a front-Iine

social worker would go about "standing against" essentialism, or for that
matter, seeking emancipation through "diverse struggle".

Once again,

however, Leonard seems to have neatly encapsulated the more practical
suggestions that have been proposed, and it is here that we find the truly

16

-4dapted from Leonard (1995).

17 For example, Sue Penna and Martin O'Brien, "Postmodernism and social policy: A
small step forwards?", \oiirnal of Sociul Poliny, 25, (Jan. 19%). pp. 39-61; Jane Gorman,
"Postmodernïsm and the conduct of inquiry in social work". A ff i l ia, 8(3). (Fall, 1993), pp. 24767; Dennis Saleeby, "Technological fix: Altenng the consciousness of the social work
profession", /O rr rnal of Sociology and Sociul Welfare, l8(4), (Dec. 1991). pp. SI -67; Pardeck,
Murphy & Chung, "Soaal work and postmodemism", Social Work ajrd Social Sciemes Revicm,
5(2), (1994), p p 11523; al1 of which contain some or al1 of Leonard's recommendations in one
forrn or another.
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significant potential of poçtmodem ideas for social work. I will review his
four cornerstone suggestions one by one as a vehicle through which to
explore the general trends of the poshnodem influence.

Leonard states that: 1 8

2. Social work needs to establish dialogical
relationshivs.

This is a sentiment also repeated by authors such as Weick, Hartmann,
Gorman, Saleebey, Pardeck, Murphy & Chung, Rossi ter, Haworth, Gottschalk
& Witkin, for example.19

Viewed en mnsse, as they are here, the sheer

number, recency and consistency of these recommendations lends a certain
force and urgency to their arguments, and also serves to convince a reader of
the seriousness with which this issue has been treated.

Whiie these authors

do not ali employ Freire's exact and iiluminating terminology, they

nonetheless do aU refer, more or less directiy, to the same shaken confidence

--

18

--

-

Adapted h m Leonard (1995) primady, but also (1994) and (1996).

19 Corman (1993); Pardeck, Murphy & Chung (1994); Amy B. Rossi ter, 'Teaching social
work skills from a aitical perspective", Canadian Social CVork Review, 12, 1, (Winter 1995).
pp. 9-27; Glenn O. Haworth, "My paradigm can beat your paradigm: Some reflectiow on
knowledge conllicts", \ournal of Sociology and Social Weifare, 18(4), (Dec 1991), pp. 35-50;
Shimon S. Gottschalk & Stanley L. Witkin, "Rationality in social work: A criticai
examination", 10 trrnal of Sociology and Social Weffure, 18(1),(1991), pp. 121-35.
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in social work's traditionally "banking" model of education and practice.20
Leonard states that this banking mode1 (where the teacher or
professional is conceived of as the repository and dispenser of truth while
students and dients are viewed as ignorant and passive retipients of this
knowledge) has been exposed as elitist and oppressive in Light of postmodem
aiticism. For, after all, if the "truth" which the privileged poçsess is called

into question (as it has been), their authority is undermined and exposed as
the calculating reification of dominative modes of expression which it is.
The solution to this problem has been hinted at in the use of the term
"dialogical" . Variousiy described as the development of "communicative
cornpetence", or respect for diverse narratives, for example, this phrase refers
to the revolutionary practice, for teachers, of achially listening to their
students, and for social work practitioners, of actuaily listening to their
dients. But of course "listening" does not entirely caphire the substance of

the proposed interaction. What is proposed is the conscious respect for, and
negotiation with, the different lifeworld of the subject. The education or
helping process therefore becomes one in which the studenthlient is a full

participant and where their world views are respected rather than dismissed
or condemned as false, maladaptive, dysfunctional, or even superstitious.
Social work practitioners and educators would become, in this model, the co-

Leonard (2995) borrows the specific tems "dialogical"and "banking" from the work
of Paolo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1970), as uniquely
appropriate to describe the distindion between postrnodern and modem models of education.
20
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creators of the process in which they are involved, instead of the "expert" or
conscious manipulator of "others".

They would have to recognize the

existence of equals, "brother sociologists", and relinquish ai least some
measure of their authority.

2. Social work needs to challenge
- donmatic discourses.

Due to the fact that social work is rather an eclectic endeavour, it
receives much of its theoretical material from other disciplines.21 niese are
psychological, sociological, anthropoiogical, criminological, economic, and
political science theories for the most part, adapted to suit the social work
code of ethics in some respects, and chosen for their utility in selecting and

accompliçhing various practical goals. Of course this process of first creaüng a
story about reahty (a metanarrative) and then acting in a mthless fashion to

force it upon the world (or "others") has been pretiseiy what we have seen
criticized most severely by postmodeniists, as reviewed in previous sections.

might argue that the relative lack of theoretical originality within social
work as a profession is what betrays it most dearly as an oppressive endeavour, where the goal
21 One

of subjuga tion of others hkes precedence over the development of detai led justifications.
Social workers might be accused of cynically adopting and discarding theories which suit their
immediate purpose, or the purposes of their employers, with Little serious effort made towards
reconciliation of these theories. It is t herefore possible to practice social work simultaneously
€rom a variety of incompatible perspectives, which is &en termed the "eclectic" approack t
do not wish to develop this idea M e r at this point, but will discuss the opposite view in the
next section. 1 w i l l note here, however, that the separation of theory consîruction into distinct
academic disciplines is a practice that seems increasingly unjustifiable. While this debate
b a r s relevance to our overall discussion, it is easily the subjed of another thesis, ço I'm going to
avoid it.
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But with further regard to these metanarratives, Leonard and the other
authors Qted are almost al1 in agreement that the discomes of the various
social science disciplines are part icularly dogrna tic

(or strongly stated,

inflexible assertions formulated for specific purposes about speâfic aspects of
"reality", without reference to any real "evidence").

Tt is therefore doubly

inappropriate for social workers to employ these discouses as they have been,

as some sort of an objective technology, like a d e r or compass. For exarnple,
employing psychoanalytic tediniques to address the problem of poverty is in

this sense much like using a screwdriver to hammer a nail. The effort will
produce results of some kind, but "evaluating" these results will not be a

straightforward endeavour because the technology is not r e d y being used for
its original purpose.
The problems with the employment of these dogmatic discourses are
not W i e d io producing undesired or questionable results, however. The
most serious consequence of social workers employing these extra-

disaplinary metanarratives is what we have been dismssing dl dong, ie.
that this use lends legitimacy to their construction, perpetuates ideological

conflict, and reifies the inhuman aspects of modern society as a result22
Leonard and the other postmodernists therefore c d for social workers to
dispute these totalizing discourses verbdy and in wnting , and to stop
teadiing them and using them in practice. The dogmatic discourses of the

22 Rossiter (1995)is particularly clear on this
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point.

social sciences are seen to be both inappropriately and illogically employed

and also legitimized by social workers, and therefore their use rnust be
discontinueci and their validity must be openly chdenged within the
profession.

This anti-totalitarian stance leads directly to the next

recommendation.

3. Social work needs to focus on diversitv.

If social workers are to stand againsf the homogenizing and oppressive
dogmatic discourses, this of course raises the question of what they are to
stand for(?). The opposite of totalizing theones is of course the recognition of
pewasive diversity.

In a nutshell, social work must relinquish any

cornmitment which it holds to ideal types, and accept the moral equivalence
of different beliefs, Lfestyles, values, etc. The dogmatic discowes which we
have identified (and which sonal work has traditionally employed) may be
asserted to be committed to the discovery of, or even based upon, the belief in
the existence of ideal types, in a way which is the only possible result of faith

in the existence of "the one b u e reality", or in "the right way to live".

The

idea that there is a way to achieve "self-actualization", "wedded bliss", "crime

free societies", "a healthy Md-rearing environment" or other mythological
states through the assistance of social work must be viewed with rather more

than suspicion.

Mthough social work is arguably the helping profession most tolerant
of diversity, it is SU,through its cornmitment to its current practice and
teaching methods, demonstrably committed to ideas which artifiaally fypifi

and categorize human experience and existence. Even in areas of its most
emancipatow intent, social work may be seen to r e d y exert a homogenizing

and totalizing influence. For example, feminism asserts the comrnonality of
interests shared by aU women, and by this assertion, totalises inappropriately.

The same for Mmist attempts to raise the consciousness of "classes". Ln this
interpretation of postmodemism, I beheve it might be asserted that because
no Poo people are exactly alike, any attempts at categorization, typification, or

group construction are coercive attempts to pound square pegs into round

holes. Because no two people are exactly alike, no individual fits entirely into
an artificidiy constnicted category. Viewed on a societal scale, and w i t h the
context of theory constniction in the social sciences, this basic observation
serves to entirely disassemble any attempts at homogenization.

Social

worken must therefore recognize the illusory nature of group interests and
respect the uniqueness of their dients and students.

By focussing on

diversity, social work will avoid the oppressive tendencies resulting from the
quest for similarity and attempts to achieve ideai types. It seems that social

work rnust become oriented towards assisting people to achieve their go&
without influencing the process in the direction of their modemistically

4. Social work needs to deconstruct professionalism.

This recommendation is essentidy similar to the previous three, and
elements of it are inherent in each. It represents the recognition that social
work is founded upon and legitimized by subscription to the elitist, totalizing
and oppressive forms of discourse arising from its place and role within

modem society as a profession. This should be more or less self evident at
this point, if one has been able to foilow the postmodem metaphysicd

position. At the risk of delving into aitiâsm, which 1 had planned to Save
for the next section, it must be noted at this point that the only noteworthy
aspect of this particular recommendation is that Leonard r e d y only concem

himself with the "surveilIance" and "control" functions of social work (as
discussed earlier with reference to Piven & Cloward). He asserts that social

workers must resist and refuse the pressure to perform these hctions, and

one of the k t steps in doing this is to deconstnict professiondism in order to
diminish the authority inherent in the title. It would be somewhat more
d i f f i d t after all to oppress people when attempting to help them as a peer, or
brother sociologist, rather than as someone invested with some sort of
scientincally proven superîority. Of course, and this is where I risk aiti&ing,

23 1 am putting off discussing the difficulties involved with this until the next section.
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Leonard and the other authors 1 have mentioneci still maintain the belief that

helping people without somehow coercing them is possible. The idea of
deconstructing professionalism then stops short at an admnnishment to be
careful, but not ai any real rnisgivings about the whole idea of an
occupational group that systematicdy meddles in other people's soaal lives,

regardless of whether the client or social worker initiates the relationship.

On this note, it is now appropriate to proceed to the final phase of this
evaluation of the relevance of postmodernism for social work.

Since the significance and recommendations of postmodern social
for social work have been summarized in four basic points, perhaps

theo.

the best way to evaluate their validity is by following the same pattern.

1. Dues social work need to establish dialogical relationshim?

Of course saying that it does implieç that it doesnrt al ready function

on

based

sudi

relationships,

and

this

observation

exposes

this

recommendation as the over-simplification that it is. It may be argued that
every relationship is dialogical to a greater or lesser extent.

It is in fact

difficult to imagine a perfectïy lopsided relationship (or a perfect causal
relationship) of anv type in light of modern social and scientific theory, not to
mention common sense.1 This recommendation, therefore, must be treated
not as the absolute prescription that it seems, but as an admonishment in a

particular direction along a continuum, with an absolute banking model on
one end and an absolutely dialogical model on the other. Because neither of
these absolutes is attainable, of what real use is this recommendation then?

1

While it is unnecessary at this point to become involved in a detailed discussion
about the issue of causality, it should suffice to Say that quantum physics, chaos theory, etc.
are particularly relevant to this point.
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W h o decides where to stop along this continuum? Based upon what criteria?
How much CO-determinationof the educational and/ or therapeutic process is
e n O ugh? These questions in fact expose this recommendation as essentially

empty, due entirely to the fact that thesr issues are deait mith by social work
practitioners and d u c a t o r s on a daily basis already, and are i n fact
ri n

a ~ o i d ble.
a
In fact the only way to avoid issues of uifluence, coercion, and

what might be calleci "directional structure" in relationships is to not enter

into them at A. Of course t h s Leaves us in an impossible position

- since

there is no such thing as a cornpletely dialogical relationship (a point 1 wdl
develop further), are we simply to solve d l of humaniifs

problems by

ceasing to associate w<th one another?

Of course the criticism I have presented above is very abstract, as it
n u s t necessarily be in order to counter such an ethereal

and impractical

proposition. But even if some practicality of the recommendation to become

m o r r dialogical is conceded, what would such relationships actually look
like?

Ln the worst case scenario, one might envision teachers and

practitioners stmgghg mighaly n o t to influence their students and clients,

hoping that they wiU stumble upon their own solutions to their problems,
assuming such solutions exist. Setting aside the nihilistic view that positive

change is completely impossible for a moment however, it s h o d d be obvious
tha t the structureless relationships which result frorn ex heme dialogism

would not be successful at produàng change of any type (at least I can't

imagine how they could), and would in effect be no different than doing

nothing. In relation to this conundrum, it is also necessary to point out that
the assumption that relationships u h i c h are less effective u t producing

change are somehow less harmful is not necessarily warranted. Change,
whether educational or therapeutic, does not necessanly equal harm, and is

not necessarily an act of oppression. The reasoning which haç inspired the
call to become more dialogical is therefore as suspect as the possible results of

actually a ttempting to implement this recommendation.

Inspired by the

belief that intervention is inherently harmful, the situation we would arrive
at by becorning more dialogical (again, assuming this is possible) would
therefore be the same as doing less, or doing nothing.2

2. Can social work challenge domatic discourses?

Of course not. Every discourse is dogrnatic, even the ones that might

be employed to combat dogmatism. The statement "Dogmatism is badff is of
course dogmatic.

If one is willing to accept that evew human

communication is purposive, i.e. to satisfy a need or accomplish a goal, then
dogmatism becomes a tenn which is applied to texts that we do not agrrr

with, or which are contrary to our o w n perceived interests, rather than a term
that refers to any substantial characteristic of an utterance. Following the

2 I will explain in due course why 1 feel that doing nothing is mt good.
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postmodemists' own logic concerning the Linguistic/social construction of
reality, dogmatism becomes a completely meaningless label, because eoery

text, including their own, is an unsubstantiated but purposive discourse.3
With regard to the issue of typification, c~assificationor categorization
of "others", this recommendation is also deficient, and for the same reasons:
Le. cfassification is as unavoidable an act as dogmatism, because, as rve shall

see in the next section, sirnilarity is as valid a concept as differrnce.

3. Should social work focus on diversitv?

This recommendation is equivalent to the advice to become more
dialogical.

Just as there are no relationships which are e n tirely or infinitely

dialogical, there are also no two people who are rntirely different. Xo two
people have evervthing in common, and no two people have nothing in
cornmon. One may see from this basic observation that this recommendation
is very similar to the previous one, in that it somehow purports to deal in

absolute terms where in fact none exist.

The recommendation must

therefore be (charitably) viewed as advice to alter

Our

focus in a particular

direction along a continuum, and the same sorts of problems are
encountered. Foremost among these is the idea that dioersity is somehow

3 Rosenau (1992) is particularly clear on this point. She states thai the postmodern

discoune is itself a quite consistent "...logical, reasoned and analytical process..." and
represents an attempt to construct a metanarrative itself (p. 176).
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morally superior to similarity, in the same way that non-intervention was

alleged to be superior to attempts to effect positive change. This type of
thinking is r e d y quite dogmatic, and quite strange, when deconstructed, and
one wonders how it was constructed in the first place.

4. Hotv can social work deconstruct ~rofessionalism?

This recommendation includes elements of, and therefore depends

upon, the success of the first three, so at this stage, it may be more appropriate
to ask: W h y would social work deconstruct professionalisrn? It is not clear
what would be gained by the dirninishment of the authority denved from
this status, because we have already discussed the rather dubious outcornes

that might result: Le. more dialogical relationships (or less ability to effect
change), more focus on diversity (or the ignorance of similarity), less
dogmatism (or different versions of dogmatism).

Conclusion

The essential point that postmodernists seem to have missed is that
(also following their own logic about the social construction of reality) both

similarity and difference are intrinsic tu the human condition. It may also be

that modernism is ultimately both more tolerant of, and better equipped to
deal with those differences and similarities.
Once again, modernhm may be described as:

...the historical period which followed the middle ages of
feudalism and that continued üntil the mid-twentieth century .
blodernism is characterised by an opposition both to traditional
society and to its faith in divine constitution, cosmic
centredness, the supernahiral, subjectivity, and local
boundedness ...In modernism this faith was replaced by a belief
in the values if innovation, rationality and objective analysis,
directed toward progress and the discovery of t n i t h . 4
Modeniism, then, was actually a response to a brutal, some may Say
inhuinan, form of hegemonic discourse.

It might even be convincingly

argued that the Dark Ages represent an example of an era dominated by a
much m O r e hegemonic (if something may be said with correct gramrnar to be
m o r e hegemonic) discourse than that of the modem period, even in view of

postrnodern scepticism concerning the generation and interpreta tion of
historical texts. The enlightenment advocacy of the use of reason and the
scientific method as the primary means by which to formulate the discourse
used to constitute reality also seem to be a significant advance over the
stagnation and oppression resulting from the primarily superstitious world
views of the feudal regimes. There is no question that different views of
realiq existed even in feudal times, but they were bnitally suppressed (the

4 Einstadter & Henry, (1995: 278), emphasis in onguial

II1

Spanish Inquisition cornes to mind as an obvious example of the processes
employed) in a manner which was arguably more harmful than the methods
purported to be employed by "modernists".
Viewed from this perspective, modernism rnay be seen to actually

represent merely

the recognition of the ubiquity of both differing and

c o n c u ~ gworld views, and an attempt at instituting a discourse which
d o w s for acknowledgement of their existence and for their open discussion.
The "Edightenment" may actualiy be the most valid way to describe the
beginnings of the modem period.
Modernism, therefore, represents the recognition that humans will
always create categories of "othef' whch are both similar and different, due
to the social construction of reality, and is fundamentally just an attempt to

cope with this process in a more open fashion. The entire history of science

and the application of the scientific (positivistic) process since the
enlightenment may be seen as reflecting this intent; theory generation is
followed by logical analysis, then testing (if possible), further analysis, then
acceptance, rejection or modification of the tmth claim. This process is
inherently n o n - ~ i o l e n (hence
t
the emphasis on the use of reason, argument

and discourse) and may aiso be seen as an attempt to m o d e r a t e the use of
power, not necessarily to capture it. Certainly concerns about the effects of
power o n this process are valid, but the in tent of the process is no l e s
worthwhile as a result. Modem history is in fact replete with exampies of

tmth claims which gained acceptance in spite of the efforts of the powerful to

suppress them, offering some hope that the system can function productively
to advance even the tmth claims of the marginalized. To reject this process
out of hand (as many postmodemists seem to do) is naive and shortsighted.
It is also possible to more completely integrate the above view of the
role of reason in western society with ideas about the subjective nature of
reality, but that is not the purpose of this paper. Suffice it to Say that if one
accepts that hurnan reality is more or less socially constructed by humans that

are rational interpreters of phenornena (in the Kantian sense), this should
reinforce the view that both difference and similarity, among individual

hurnans and groups, is inevitable because of differences and similarities in
experience. The "otherff will therefore always exist, and by existing, both
challenge and support our worldviews. This observation serves to illustrate
further the naiveté of the postmodern position.

An example from criminology

Tuniing exclusively to criminology for a moment is perhaps the best
way to illustrate the folly of the four postmodem recommendations for social
work because of the extensive similarity of theoretical subject matter, but
more advanced debate.

Criminology has in fact produced at least one

complete theoretical system constructed upon postmodern recommendatiom

which are very similar to those intended to improve soaal work. This
system is that of Henry & ~lilovanovic,and has been desmibed previously as
constitutive crirninology.5 Through a brief re-examination of this system,

some of the crititisms of the naiveté of postmodernism may be illustrated.

Henry & Milovanovic argue;

...that while crime is unquestionably a socially constnicted
category, the outcome of humans acting toward its culturally
mediated product as though it were a reality renders their action,
in the words of W. 1. Thomas (1923), 'real in its consequences'.
Thus we argue for affirmatively reframing the definition of
crime toward one that is suffiaently reflexive to allow humans
to produce different realities, ones freeing them from the logic of
their own const~ctionsby allowing them to induce different
behaviour as real, behaviour that is less harmful to themselves
and others. (19%:111).
Henry & Milovanovic apparently recognize that even though reality is

discursivelv constnicted, the harms committed in the commission of crime
are experienced no less painfdly by victims. They also recognize that as
discourse is used in defining reaiity, it rnay nlso be used as a tool i n defining
h a r m. This is a si@cant

advance in that it represents a change from simply

observing the effects of discursive practices to actually using them to aid in
addressing crime. Henry & Milovanovic's novel approach begins with the
attempt to reconstitute the definition of hartn, as they recognize that its reconceptualization is necessary for their theory to progress in an acceptably

----..

5 Described in more detail on pages 6û-62.
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postmodern fashion.
The reader will recall that Henry & Milovanovic propose that harm be
conceived of in terms of reduction and repression:

Harrns of redriction occur when an offended party
experiences a loss of some quality relative to their present
standing; harms of repression occur when an offended party
experiences a limit or restriction preventing them from
achieving a desired position or standing. Considered dong a
continuum of deprivation, harms of reduction or repression
may be based on any number of criteria...( but) (wlhatever the
criteria, these are h a m s either because they move the offended
away from a position or state which they currently occupy, or
because they prevent them from occupying a position or state
chat they desire."
As a result of this conceptualization of harm, Henry & Milovanovic
have constnicted a theoretical criminal justice system where intervention is
relatively absent (or impossible), processes are completely dialogicd, and
scientific and professional authority are discredited because these are
themselves harmful.

Constitutive criminology is therefore the result of

thinking which is very similar to that which has produced the four
recommendations for social work. The question becomes then, in view of
the ubiquity of difference and inevitability of conflict behveen disagreeing
worldviews previously referred to, &y what tnechanism to resoloe po ten tial

disputes without perpetiiating or arnplifying the transmission of harm, thus

conceptualized? Regardless of the degree of tolerance of difference imposed

upon people by a "replacement discourse", it is the contention of this paper
that conflict is an inevitable consequence of differing world views. In fact,

conflict iohich hanns as a result of

inter-group and inter-individual

difference is an inherent fact of human existence. Perhaps an example is the
best way to illustrate the difficdties which would be encountered by a
postrnadern aiminal justice system which defines harm and operates in a
non-interventive, or dialogical fashion.
Consider in a future society constnicted upon the prinaples advocated
by constitutive criminologists the existence of a group of nudists living in a
house on a street where alI of the other residences are occupied by Roman
Catholic nuns. It mav be safely asserted that these two groups have different
subjective views of realitv, and that neither group recognizeç anything within

their own views that is intentionallv harmhri. Furthermore, let us consider
that the nuns are deeply offended by nudity and that the nudists find the
wearing of clothing offensive and an insult to the human form.
inevitability of conflict should be obvious.

The

How would the conflict be

described and addressed in this reconstituted society? To ask one group to

adopi the other's mode of (un)dress would be harmful in the reductive sense,
because the changed group would be moved from a position (nudity or its
avoidance) which it had previously attained. To ask one group to move to a
different neighbourhood is aiso harrnful according to these definitions. To

ask them to try and ignore each other (the metaphoncal absence of a criminal
justice system, or a more dialogical approach) will only perpetuate a harmhl
situation, promote homogenization of values, or cause the eventual
reduction of one or both groups' position(s).
While this example may be sornewhat whimsical, it is also extremely
illustrative. If practicing pedophiles (such as members of the Man-Boy Love
Society) are substituted for nudists, and nursery schools are substituted for
nunneries, does the essential character of the example change? The answer is
that it does, very niuch so. The basic point is still the same, however; and that
is that constitutive criminologists have proposed an entirely inadequate
definition of harm, where difference is valued over similarity, where
intervention to prevent or reduce harm is characterized as oppressive, and
resulting in an absurdly unworkable (or even absent) criminal justice system
al1 based upon a misguided aiticism of modemism.

Again, it may be argued that it is not modeniism that is oppressive at
ail. Modernism has allowed for disputes like the ones described above to be

resolved through the exerase of reason and discourse aimed at establishuig
fairness, such as the principle of attempting to achieve the greatest good for

the greatest number.

In the case of addressing the "different world view" of

pedophiles, the imposition upon them through various social control
agenties of the more widely accepted discourse which argues that children
la& the capaaty to consent to sexual relations before a certain age (the exact

age being the subject of other competing discourses, with the cornpetition
rnediated and facilitated by modemist, i.e. positiviçt and rational, techniques)

and therefore may be harmed by them represents a significant and
irreplaceable example of the modemist contribution to dispute resolution
which balances both difference a n d sirnilarity in order to reduce harm for the
greatest number of people possible.

The reason that modernist techniques (such as achieving the greatest
good for the greatest number) for coping with difference are justified also
points to a fundamental "truth"

that postmodernists seem to have

overlooked. This point is of course that communal l i v i n g is inhrrently

r e p r e s s i w arid r e d n c t i ~ e . Hurnans living in association with one another
simply cannot always do what they want when they want, or always have
what they want when they want it.

I n this sense, power is exerted m e r

indioiduals by airtue of their simple association with others. Power and its
use to reduce, repress and even oppress in social settings is therefore
unavoidable. By virtue of membership in a human community of any size,

an individual enters into an implicït contract to both submit to and exercise
power over others.7

By simply occupying space on the planet, you are

Limiting the space available to others. Membership in a group of humans is

an implicit consent to harrn and be harmed. Henry & Milovanovic's idea that

power

hierarchies can somehow be

eliminated through

celebrating

7 See Thomas Hobbes, L euia f ha n (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985:2658) for exampie.
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difference, or inaction, seerns therefore absurd.

Much of what has been

discussed to this point rnay now be seen as merely complex reiterations,

denials, and discussions of this basic point. Modemism, in this view, has

simply been an attempt to formalize and mediate the inevitable exerase of
power. ~Modemismand modem techniques may be Our best (or only) hope of
celebrating difference, reasonably defining unacceptable harrn, identifying
legitimate victims, and alleviating human suffering. While harm in some

form rnay always be inevitable, stnving towards the minimum possible is a
worthwhile m o d r r n i s t

goal.

The essentialist view that h m may be

minimized, but not eliminated, through both respect for difference a n d
similaritv is therefore a defensible position.
We may see then, finally, that although postmodem criticisrn is based
upon what seem to be indisputable metaphysical points, such as the social
construction of reality, the existence of power, and the recognition of
oppression, their contribution to solving these problems is almost utterly
useless. They have demonstrated that it is possible to be simultaneously
correct and irrelevant. This is due to the fact that the source of the problems
which they have identified is the result of human association: They are facts
of Me, to an extent. The only solution which flows from the nihilism of the
postmodernists is to do nothing. Since by living with one another it is
impossible to do nothing, the only logical solution to the problems of

humanity that logically results from postmodern metaphysics is global mass

suicide. This would in fact end oppression, poverty, rnarginalization, crime,

disease, and h

m of al1 types, and would solve d l of our metaphysicai

dilemmas, but somehow doesn't seem necessary. We have no reason in fact
to believe the pessimism of the postmodernists that a solution will not be
discovered. Perhaps one will from the application of the modernist ideas of
conjecture and rehitation, but perhaps not. In any event, since in fact by

living we are choosing to do s o m e t h i n ~ we
, rnight as well continue to do our
best; to search for sirnilarity and affinity with one another and to explain our

differences in a way that respects our essential humanity.

The solution to the problems of metaphysics, and subsequently ethics,
which are raised by the postmodernists were in fact answered long ago by

Immanuel Kant, in response to similar issues. His categoncal imperative is,
"Act i n such a u a y tliat you c m will what you are doing to be n rmiversal la=

of nnturr".g In other words, practice the golden rule: Do unto others as you
would have others do unto you. If postmodern criticism somehow leads to
soaal work incorporating this dictum more completely into its teaching and
practice, it \ d l not have been a complete failure. But it is, at its root, a very
unoriginal contribution, and certainiy did not need to be expressed in as
complicated a fashion.

8 Marias (1967), p.295.

What has been accomplished in the preceding pages? 1 have attempted
to demonstrate the historic origins of modernism, and by extension
postrnodernism, through examination of the development of the main
metaphysical issues involved. This began with a review of the quite ancient

orïgins of these problems, and continued through to the rise of postmodern
mticism of this inteilectual history and almost al1 activities resulting from it.
It is my hope that 1 have succeeded in demonstrating that there is really
nothing new in postmodern theory, and that its application to the field of
social work, for example, is really quite unproductive. AIthough it has reraised some issues which have always been, and should always be, of concem
to us, we are better served by maintaining our cornmitment to helping
others, and Our belief that this is possible.

So, in answer to the most important question of al1 from this
perspective: Is socinl w o r k oppressive?, the answer is: ves and no. Social

work does in fact involve coercion of others. But this coercion is o p p r c s s i ~ e

only if one accepts the completely indefensible view that d l coercion is
h a r mful, or the similarly illogical view that coercion is avoidable.

Social

work, like most aspects of modernism, is the attempt to minimize harm, or
maxirnize the self-actualization of the human species.

While there are

certainly innumerable examples of these aims having been pursued

incornpetently, the intention is no iess valid as a result. Even if there are an
infirute number of possible theories, and by eliminating a few we are no
closer to absolute truth, we can still attempt not to make the sa m e mistakes
twice. This in itself is a worthwhile endeavour, and justifies modernity, the
modem project, and the profession of soaal work.
Therefore, in conclusion, postmodernism really does seem to represent
nothing more than the rehashing of ancient philosopkical debates, and the
complete ignorance of their historic resolutions. The most famous quote
from Santayana's Life of Reason (1905) is almost too appropriate in desaibing
both the postmodernists themselves, and the issues that they have raised;

"Progress, far from consiçting in change, depends on retentiveness...Those
who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat i t "
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